Riverwalk Trust Tribute
Honors Tribe

Battiest Brothers Hold
‘The Storm’ Launch Party
COMMUNITY v 6A

COMMUNITY v 3A



Tools of War Exhibit Opens at
Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum
COMMUNITY v C3

   



Tori Osceola Sings National Anthem at
Daytona National Speedway

Breanna Billie Crowned Brighton
Princess at 33rd Annual Pageant

BY JUDY WEEKS
Freelance Reporter

Judy Weeks

Tori Osceola sings the National Anthem Feb. 18
at the opening of the Next Era Energy Resource
- 250 Race at the Daytona National Speedway.

Melinda Gentry wins Brighton Jr. Miss
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Rachel Buxton

The newly crowned Brighton Princesses share a moment together, Jr. Miss Melinda Gentry, left, and Miss Breanna Billie on Feb. 17 at the Brighton Seminole
Princess Pageant.

BY RACHEL BUXTON
Staff Reporter
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Tribal Army Sgt. Gabriel Coppedge Honored on 33rd
Birthday for Active Duty Service in Kuwait
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Chris C. Jenkins
HA $J%H $ $
H          %  Seminole Channel Broadcast Reporter Briana D’Andrea, right, and Tribal co-host Everett Osceola coJ%  +% K / host a live broadcast of Army Sgt. and Seminole Tribe member Gabriel Coppedge and his unit in Ku+%.    + wait Feb. 21. Family and friends were present to celebrate his years of military service and his 33rd
birthday at the SMP event Seminole Salute to the Sergeant special event held in the Seminole Hard
 $
Rock Hotel & Casino ballrooms.
BY CHRIS C. JENKINS
Staff Reporter

Chris C. Jenkins

The 2011-2012 Florida High School Athletic Association Class 1A State Champion
Hollywood Christian Lady Eagles are all smiles with their championship trophy. The
Lady Eagles won their first state championship at the Lakeland Center in Lakeland, Fla.,
Feb. 24 in a 72-65 victory versus Trinity Christian of Lake Worth, Fla.

Hollywood Christian Academy Lady
Eagles Win State Championship
BY CHRIS C. JENKINS
Staff Reporter

LAKELAND, Fla.  
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Big Cypress Shootout Highlights Second Seminole War Reenactment at Billie Swamp Safari
BY NAJI TOBIAS
Staff Reporter

Naji Tobias

The U.S. military re-enactors at the Feb. 26 Big Cypress Shootout give a special salute to the Seminole Tribal warriors, who
emerged as the only unconquered Native American Tribe after the second Seminole War of the 19th century.
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Check out Tribal basketball player Deforest Carter’s special profile in Sports!

   

Happy Easter,

OUR SEMINOLE VOICE

Dear Tribal members, Family and Friends,

Easter is a time to gather as a community to honor
the Creator for what he has given to each and every one
of us. We as a nation must be thankful for what we have
been blessed with in each of our lives, remembering
without the resurrection of Christ this would not be so.
While we celebrate and welcome the new spring season, we must remember our loved ones who cannot be
with us on this Easter day to celebrate.
As we watch our children grow and grandchildren
play without a care in the world, let us remember what
matters most on this and every day to follow.
For it is truly Family that is our purpose on this earth
and in our lives.
I wish each and every one of you true blessings of
the Easter Season.

Once again, spring is here and that means the Easter
Bunny will be out in full force. I would like to take
this opportunity and reach out to all and wish everyone a very happy and healthy 2011 Easter! Please take
this blessed time to take a break from our everyday
life and visit with family and friends.
I remember my Easter Holidays growing up and
things have changed, but I still enjoy seeing all of the
communities and families gather to see as our tribal
members of all ages scramble to obtain the most eggs!
During this time, sit back, relax and celebrate this
 . % 
family, candy and EGGS!!!
I am very proud of our young tribal members and
implore you to take time and visit with our seniors and
 .3%  %%     
about our future!!

Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ! In his great mercy he has given us new birth into a
living hope through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from
the dead... 1 Peter 1:3

Have a very happy and safe Easter,
President Richard Bowers, Jr

Shonabisha!
Mitchell Cypress
Chairman
Seminole Tribe of Florida

Music has always been my medicine. Lomayesva’s latest album (the unmastered
When I was a youngster, my mom’s lul- version), and listened to the gut-wrenching
labies would rock me to sleep and ease words of “My Brother’s Keeper,” a song
the pain. I also remember how my dad’s written in response to the life, addiction, and
eight-track player made our cross-country eventual death of his brother. Lyrics such as,
summer treks seem less arduous. The awe- “Me warn them about the poison…but them
some northern songs of the Red Leaf Takoja no listen,” and eventually, “how them build
helped me get through the school year, as I   <  +worked toward the summer pow-wow cir- erns of the listener’s psyche for a long time.
I decided to dive deeper into native mucuit.
As a teen, the bass of Grandmaster sic by listening to Keith Secola’s “Indian
Flash and the Furious Five blasting through Carz,” and memories of doing the Snake
the speakers of my brother’s boom box Dance through the Hard Rock Café in Washhelped me through basketball drills. As I ington, D.C., on the eve of Obama’s inaugustumbled through my college years, Bob ration brought a huge smile to my face.
I followed up by playing the inspiring
Marley motivated me while the psychedelic
words penned by Micki Free.
melodies of Jerry Garcia and
His song “Wounded Knee” is
the Grateful Dead soothed my
as much of an anthem for Inrestless soul. As a single mom,
dian Country as the Battiests’
my little Dakota and I would
“The Storm” is for Seminoles.
spend every Saturday night
I remembered the Tribe’s
dancing in the living room to
latest project, Seminole Star
the theme song to “COPS.”
Search, and decided to play
Now, as a mother of two, who
the music of Paula Bowers       8 
Sanchez, Hank Nelson Jr.,
great comfort in the feminine
David Billy, Tori Osceola and
 DI$H
Preston Osceola. Young PresJoss Stone.
ton Osceola is my reason for
You would think because
TINA OSCEOLA
staying dedicated to this promusic was always such a big
gram. Not only can he play
part of my conscious life that
I would have learned to sing, play an instru- the guitar, but he writes and performs his
ment, or at least try karaoke. Not a chance. own creations! Amazing!
I am looking forward to the work of
What I did get out of music was, however,
much more valuable. I grew a powerful this year’s winners, Paul Buster & Cow F%    bone, Natomah Robbins, Shelly Tiger, and
Unconquered Bird Clan. Not to mention
and their effect on society.
As I sat down to write this issue’s col- our 2008 Spotlight Award Winner Stephen
umn, I played the music of those who in- Chad Billie who is preparing to release his
spire me today. These words came blasting CD produced by Prince Markie D!
Native Music Rocks, an initiative
through my speakers and hit me right in the
soul. “Years ago my people were hunted be- whose genesis only dates back to 2008, because of where they lived. They were driven gan as a call for artists to showcase what
out of their homes where they have been they had to offer the world of music. It has
established for many years…one day ter- evolved into the future of Native Music for
rorists came from overseas…they raped and Indian Country and the world of indigenous
pillaged my people…the only options that artists. Most importantly it has the potential
          %   to advance the talent of the Seminole Tribe
die…we ain’t gonna surrender. We weath- of Florida. What would our world be like
ered the storm and through the rain, out of without music? What would our life be like
the darkness and into the day…” The words without the lyrical masters who pose the
and voices of Zach and Spencer Battiest are questions, who challenge the establishment
forever in my head and etched deep into my as well as the established?
Seminole consciousness.
Yes, music is truly the medicine and
I then played Hopi reggae artist, Casper Native Music Rocks!

SING
From page A1
Naji Tobias

The Seminole war re-enactors join Seminole Tribal citizen/fellow war re-enactor Billy Walker.

SHOOTOUT
From page A1
“It’s so important for us as Seminoles to
give and show our side of the story,” Florida
Seminole Director/Big Cypress Shootout narrator Brian Zepeda said. “When you learn
Florida history in the public school system, the
Seminoles get just two pages in history books
and it’s not written from our perspective.”
Zepeda likens the Big Cypress Shootout
experience to an educational tool for visitors
who aren’t too familiar with Seminole history.
“It wasn’t a battle between just men,”
Zepeda said. “Our women and children were
actually involved in the battles. It affected everybody on our Seminole side, so [the spectators] get to learn about that when they come
out.”
  H     %      
year at the Billie Swamp Safari, originated 14
years ago as the Kissimmee Slough Shootout.
According to Zepeda, the Kissimmee Slough
Shootout lasted nine years at the Ah-Tah-ThiKi Museum before the annual reenactment
event was taken over and renamed by the Billie
Swamp Safari.
5P%;  . Naji Tobias
where,” Zepeda said of the Big Cypress ShootSeminole Tribal re-enactor Tylor Tigertail, right, kills the last U.S. military soldier with a
out.
Seminole Tribune Contributing Writer Bri- Tomahawk during the Feb. 26 Big Cypress Shootout’s Second Seminole War re-enactment.
ana D’Andrea Contributed to this story.

Tori owed a debt of gratitude to Bob
Germain for making this achievement a
reality. An astute business man, Germain
owns several new and used car facilities in
the Collier/Lee County area and is a main
stock holder in the Entertainment Complex in Estero, which bears his name. An
avid racing enthusiast, Germain has been
entering vehicles in major competition for
 %   F% .
a young girl’s dream a reality.
Prior to the race, Tori and her family
were taken on a tour of the pits, talked with
 +   . 
competitive world of racing. Tori met Todd
Bodine, driver of the Germain No. 30 and
had a lengthy conversation with him about
his car, safety concerns and healthy lifestyle
choices.
While singing is her passion, this seventh grader recognizes the fact that an education is a priority for success. She loves
studying English and history and is already
judy Weeks
making plans for college. Enhancing her
musical background, Tori plays piano, cello Tori Osceola made her grand entry in a special
car bearing her name at the Daytona National
and is taking guitar lessons.
Speedway.

Naji Tobias

Naji Tobias

judy Weeks

Seminole war re-enactors on their horses claim victory over the U.S. military in the Big Cypress
Shootout’s reenactment on Feb. 26.

Big Cypress Tribal citizen/Seminole war
re-enactor Billy Walker shares a storytelling segment with fellow war re-enactors.

Tori Osceola sings the National Anthem at the opening of the Next Era Energy Resource - 250
Race at the Daytona National Speedway.
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BY AIMEE HOYT
Copy Editor

FORT LAUDERDALE — More than a dozen Tribal elders came out
March 10 to Timpano Chophouse & Martini Bar to watch the Seminole Tribe
of Florida being honored at the 11th annual Riverwalk Trust Tribute.
The Tribute, presented by the Seminole Hard Rock Hotel & Casino, honored the Tribe for its role in the growth and development of Fort Lauderdale
and the Riverwalk Park.
After attending a VIP cocktail reception, the honored guests watched Fort
Lauderdale Mayor John P. ‘Jack’ Seiler and Commissioner Bobby B. DuBose
present Hollywood Council Rep. Max B. Osceola Jr. with a plaque honoring
the Tribe’s contributions over the past centennial.
There are three ways to approach thinking about the centennial, Mayor
 $ F       
focusing on the future, with the Seminole Tribe remaining through all three.
“When you look at the history of Fort Lauderdale, the Seminoles came
before us,” Mayor Seiler said. “And the Seminoles thought beyond themselves. The Seminoles thought that, you know what, this isn’t ours. This belongs to generations.”
Over 100 years ago, the Seminoles used the New River as a means of
transportation, exploration and new beginnings. The Stranahan House became a center of trade, unifying the Tribe and new residents of the city, according to the press release prepared by Riverwalk Trust.
“I want to thank the Riverwalk Trust because in your name, you have one
of the four elements,” Osceola Jr. said. “The river is water, and that used to be
the highway for the Seminoles.”
Mayor Seiler and Commissioner DuBose offered Osceola Jr. a key to the
city and proclaimed March 10 as Seminole Tribe of Florida Day in the City
of Fort Lauderdale.
“The way they approach this community, it’s never about themselves,”
Mayor Seiler said. “It’s about how do we make this community better. How
do we make this a stronger Fort Lauderdale?”
Without the Tribe, the city would not have the great downtown, the Riv-

erwalk or the river, he said.
5   8 8 % $8; F  
right here,” Osceola Jr. said, motioning to the elders lining the stage.
He said the elders taught him the importance of sharing with all people,
  ;  %  F  ;  $
“It’s not about the Tribe and it’s not about the city — it’s about all of us,”
he continued. “Working together will make this another great hundred years
that we can celebrate together.”

Aimee Hoyt

Fort Lauderdale Mayor John P. ‘Jack’ Seiler, right, and Commissioner Bobby B. DuBose, center, present Hollywood/Fort Pierce Council Rep. Max B. Osceola Jr. with
a plaque honoring the Seminole Tribe of Florida at the 11th annual Riverwalk Trust
Tribute March 10 at Timpano Chophouse & Martini Bar in Fort Lauderdale.

BY CHRIS C. JENKINS
Staff Reporter

HOLLYWOOD — The Tribal Council convened at the
Tribal Headquarters on the Hollywood Reservation Feb. 22 for
a special session passing resolutions on the consent and regular
agendas including:
//    
of Florida and the city of Coconut Creek for Tract 65 in the Commerce Center of Coconut Creek.
%
JJ%$
  +  +         J  
Procedures.
 +J J    8$ + 
for housing services.
 +  GH%  8$
the Brighton Charter School classrooms addition in the Brighton
Seminole Indian Reservation, Glades County, Fla.
G$$B   %N! P(2 2!
J+M ¡$
 M       &&  ! J O , 
Company for Osceola Circle East Tribal Housing Development –
Hollywood Seminole Indian Reservation.
 + I ; J 8$  nole Tribe of Florida.
 +HD  ND
9, 2011.
 +   !
and Rapid Roofer, Inc. for roof replacement work at buildings
located in the Big Cypress Seminole Indian Reservation; Limited
wavier of sovereign immunity.

 *$ "+'45+
BY NAJI TOBIAS
Staff Reporter

SOUTH BOSTON, Va. — Tribal World Ambassador Joe Dan
Osceola once envisioned the Tribe’s ownership of a tobacco entity.
For the Tribal entrepreneur and his Tribe, the long-held dream
– it was primarily conceived by an idea from Osceola in 2008 came true in the form of a nationwide Seminole cigarette launch
on March 9.
Joe Dan Osceola, along wife Virginia Osceola, daughter Mercedes Osceola-Hahn, President Richard Bowers Jr. and Big Cypress
Tribal Board Rep. Paul Bowers Sr., represented the Tribal citizens

Naji Tobias

Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum’s Pedro Zepeda shows Tampa Reservation senior Bobby Henry a
touchtable screen that explains the different parts of a gun and how it works at the March 11 VIP
grand opening of the Tools of War exhibit.
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BY NAJI TOBIAS
Staff Reporter

BIG CYPRESS       
unveiled at the Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum, as the Tribal facility hosted a grand opening of
its Tools of War exhibit from March 11-12.
The Tribal citizens’ exclusive VIP viewing, which took place on March 11, provided
a relatively introspective experience for those who took a tour of the museum’s new
exhibit.
A host of Tools of War-related gallery items were on display for the VIP viewers,
including a gun anatomy interactive device geared toward showing individuals a variety
of weapons used in the three Seminole Wars of the 19th century. A plethora of weaponry
used in those battles was also readily available for the VIP viewers – which also included
museum members - to see at the new gallery.
Hollywood Tribal citizen David Dehass and his two young sons, Daniel and Hunter
Dehass, shared a bonding moment together at the Tribal citizens’ Tools of War grand
opening on March 11.
The three, who jointly viewed weapons such as a .44 cal Colt Revolver pistol and an
1838 Waters Single Shot pistol, were seen engaging into a discussion on how their Tribal
ancestors fought to preserve the lands they now are proud owners of.
58 E%          %       < B   $ 5/
started out with whatever we could get – bows, arrows and knives. What we took from
them [the U.S. soldiers], we used it on them. I tell my sons about the war stories my
grandmother [the late Mable Frank Tiger] told me. I wanted them to see and understand
that everything they were told is real.”
Meanwhile, as Big Cypress Tribal citizen Rowdey Osceola tried on a replica of the
Seminole warrior backpack – it weighed over 25 lbs. – he recalled how life was as a
Seminole back in those war times.
“We have to understand the history of what we [as Seminoles] had to go through,”
=  $58%  %    
all that war gear in their bags. We had to do a lot of training back then so we could get
prepared to go into battle. It was tough.”
Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum curator of exhibits Saul Drake, who played an integral role
in the year-long construction of the Tools of War exhibit, delved into the historical importance of making this creation available for the Tribal citizens and the viewing public.
“We wanted to display that despite overwhelming odds the Seminole faced, they
were successful,” Drake said. “They didn’t leave Florida. From the remnants that remained here after the third Seminole war, it grew from there and that’s why the Seminole
Tribe of Florida is where it’s at today.”
The Tools of War exhibit also features the Seminole War timeline, which gives
+  @ +%      
role in the Tribe’s illustrious history.
Hollywood Tribal citizen Stephen Bowers, along with fellow Tribal citizen Moses
‘Big Shot’ Jumper,’ gave a keynote address at the March 12 general public grand opening. Bowers shared his thoughts on the exhibit’s place in history. “It allows people to see
our own people and hear about our history from the three Seminole wars,” said Bowers,
who gave the general public visitors an account of several individual Seminole Indian
war veterans such as Moses Jumper and Howard Tiger.
“The displays at the museum were very accurate. It’s great to see detailed information on who was involved and what was used in Seminole wars. A lot of people have read
about the wars, but it’s another thing to actually see it in public.”
The Tools of War Exhibit will be on display from now until January 15, 2012. For
more information, contact the Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum at 863-902-1113 or visit the Internet at www.ahtahthiki.com.
See more photos on page A4

Naji Tobias

Tribal World Ambassador Joe Dan Osceola signs his autograph on a Seminole cigarette branded poster at the March 9 launch presentation and luncheon in South Boston, Va.

in what was truly a celebratory gathering at the Firebird Manufacturing facility in South Boston, Va.
G  +         +   tives were heartily greeted by the likes of business partner Tom
Henry, Seminole Brands CEO Charles F. Fuller and South Boston
Mayor Carroll Thackston in this historic occasion. Following a moment of photo opportunities, the group took an extensive tour of the
    %    
to launch on that day.
!%  . ;   
into the tobacco business. "We are looking forward to a long and
prosperous partnership with the Seminole Tribe of Florida in the
tobacco industry,” Fuller said. “This new product is an exciting addition to our brands. It is an extremely high quality, value-driven
cigarette, and we predict that it, like the Seminole, will prove to be
'unconquered' by the competition!"
   + @% + .
of how the tobacco product was processed in the South Boston, Va.
   %     %
packaging of the newly launched Seminole Cigarettes.
The tour concluded with the autograph signings of each Semi   +  + $
Joe Dan Osceola expounded on his excitement for the Tribe’s
cigarette brand launch. “Our tribe is called the ‘Unconquered Tribe’
because out of all the Indian nations throughout America, only the
Seminoles remained unconquered by the United States government,” the Ambassador said. “With that in mind, we desired to cre % F % $8   
we have in our heritage and our homeland.”
Joe Dan Osceola, a direct Tribal descendant of Seminole Warrior Osceola, pitched the business idea to a host of executives from
Cherokee Brands about three years ago. The then-potential partnership between the Tribe and Cherokee Brands later blossomed into
a reality, thus making the Tribe’s business venture possible today.
During the special cigarette launch presentation, Mercedes
Osceola-Hahn shared her thoughts on what the move meant for the
Tribe. “If you noticed anything about my dad [Joe Dan Osceola],
he’s a very proud person. Originally, he wanted to put his face on
the wrapping. But I’m just glad the Tribe has undertaken this huge
endeavor. I can’t wait to see how far it goes.”
Tom Henry, who attended Georgetown University (Ky.) with
Joe Dan Osceola, talked about his appreciation for Joe Dan Osceola
and the Tribe’s efforts to advance in the business world.
“Joe Dan, what you have endeavored and started out with,
you’ve always held on it with a grip and wouldn’t let go,” Henry
said to the Tribal ambassador, who he considered as a “brother” at
the luncheon presentation.
“Like President Richard Bowers, you want what’s best for the
Seminole Tribe, which is a [group of about 3,500] people that we
can thank God for in our history as Americans,” Henry continued.
Please see SEMINOLE on page A4
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BY AIMEE HOYT
Copy Editor

HOLLYWOOD — One of the Seminole Tribe of Flor;          /  5H< =   
honored for his leadership and achievements at a commemorative luncheon hosted by President Richard Bowers Jr.
Feb. 23 at the Hollywood Tribal Headquarters Auditorium.
Following the national President’s Day holiday, the luncheon also honored all presidents who served the Tribe, including former presidents in attendance Chairman Mitchell
Cypress, Joe Dan Osceola and Moses Osceola. Other past
presidents were Frank Billie, Howard Tiger, Fred Smith and
Cecil Johns.
5 %8         <
President Bowers Jr. said following a prayer led by Joe
Osceola Sr. and a video presentation from Seminole Media
Productions.
Former president Bill was born on June 30, 1919 in the
Everglades to Jimmy and Mary Osceola. Although he grew
up without formal schooling, he became an important political and spiritual leader who fought for the preservation of
the Tribe.
“I remember seeing Bill always busy, always working,”
Aimee Hoyt
Bill’s nephew and former president Moses Osceola said.
From left, Wanda Bowers, Yvonne Courtney, Judy-Bill Osceola, Priscilla Sayen,
“Bill, of course, had a big heart for his people.”
Marcellus Osceola and President Richard Bowers Jr. honor former president Bill
That big heart, along with a steadfast dedication to
Osceola. President Bowers Jr. presented the family members with a custom-made

Please see PRESIDENT on page A4 plaque and Tribal Board flag in honor of Bill.
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Naji Tobias

Seminole Fire Rescue firefighters from Big Cypress, Brighton and Hollywood recap all that transpired
at a Feb. 16 live fire training session in Big Cypress. The two-hour training, assembled primarily by
Seminole Fire Rescue Training Chief Joe Sorrentino, featured a simulation of real structure fires at the
Fire Rescue’s Structure Fire Training Prop. According to Seminole Fire Rescue Deputy Fire Chief David
Casey, there were two simulation training rounds, which included the firefighters’ entrance into the
training prop in the building fire. With limited to no visibility, firefighters had to navigate through the
smoke, locate the fire and extinguish it with a water hose and fire extinguisher.
Big Cypress District
Chief George Asencio exits following a crew that
“rescued” a mannequin
after searching in the
dense smoke on the second floor. The Seminole
Fire Rescue held a series
of live fire trainings from
Mondays to Thursdays in
February and March.

Naji Tobias

The Big Cypress Cattle and Range Department, with Big Cypress Tribal Board Rep. Paul Bowers Sr., Veterinarian John Yelvington and Tribal
Board President Richard Bowers Jr., are relishing in a hard day’s work at the cow pen site of Bowers Sr. in Big Cypress on March 10. The Big
Cypress Tribal Board Rep. owns over 60 calves, 28 heifers and 32 steers – good for about 94 total pounds of cattle that he owns. The cattle
vaccinations took place at the cow pen sites of 28 cattle owners in Big Cypress and about 32 cattle owners in Brighton throughout the month
of March, according to Bowers, Sr. “You have to treat the animals like they’re babies,” Bowers Sr. said. “They need shots to protect them from
any diseases out there.”
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Seminole Fire Rescue Deputy
Fire Chief David Casey
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Big Cypress Cattle and Range employees Randy Rueda, left, David Rojas, center
and Ivan BruisedHead, right are administering a worming vaccination shot to a
calf at the squeeze shoot, owned by Big Cypress Tribal Board Rep. Paul Bowers Sr., at the March 10 cattle vaccination drive. This calf is also ear-tagged for
identification purposes.

Big Cypress Tribal citizen Paulette Bowers is pushing a
herd of heifer calves into a processing hopper at the cow
pen site of her father, Big Cypress Tribal Board Rep. Paul
Bowers Sr.

SEMINOLE
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Standing together in
business unity outside
of the South Boston, Va.based Firebird Manufacturing tobacco plant on
March 9 are Big Cypress
Tribal Board Rep. Paul
Bowers, Sr., Tribal World
Ambassador/Entrepreneur Joe Dan Osceola, CB
Holdings, LLC President/
CEO Charles “Chuck” F.
Fuller and Tribal Board
President Richard Bowers Jr. The foursome
spend a moment together after taking a full
tour of the plant facility,
which is largely responsible for the product
launch of the Seminole
cigarette brand.
Naji Tobias
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To conclude the two-day Tools of War grand opening festivities at the Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum, the Seminole Re-enactors, Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum staff, Tribal guest speaker Stephen Bowers and a host of visitors share a shining moment together outside at a Seminole camp presentation on March 12.

Naji Tobias

Naji Tobias

Tribal citizen/poet/historian Moses ‘Big Shot’ Jumper
was one of two Seminole keynote speakers – Tribal citizen Stephen Bowers was the other - at the general public
grand opening of the Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum’s Tools of
War exhibit.

Hollywood Tribal citizen David Dehass,
center, shows one of his son’s 8-year-old
Daniel Dehass the Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum’s Tools of War gallery of pistols used
in the Seminole Wars of the 19th century.

Naji Tobias

Naji Tobias

The Tribal business family of Mercedes Osceola-Hahn, her father, Joe
Dan Osceola and her mother, Virginia Osceola are all smiles as they
show off the official nationwide launch of the Seminole cigarette brand
at the March 9 special presentation in South Boston, Va.

Tribal Board President Richard Bowers, Jr. signs an autograph at
the Seminole Cigarette nationwide launch ceremony on March 9 in
South Boston, Va.

Photo above, The Seminole cigarette cartons, created at the Firebird Manufacturing plant in South
Boston, Va., are designed with the Tribal colors in
mind – red, yellow, black and white.
Left photo, President Richard Bowers, Jr., second
from left, feels the refined tobacco blend, with Tribal
Board Rep. Paul Bowers, Sr., left, Virginia Osceola,
center, Joe Dan Osceola, second from right and CB
Holdings, LLC President/CEO Charles “Chuck” F.
Fuller, right, looking on in excitement.
Naji Tobias
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The
Brighton
R e s e r v a t i o n ’s
Pemayetv Emahakv
Charter
School
wins
Most
Original
Float honors at
the parade.
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The Seminole Fashion Show, which featured several Brighton Tribal citizens, was a way to show the Chalo Nitka crowd the importance and
significance of how Seminole clothing is worn as it pertains to the Tribal culture and tradition.
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The Seminole Tribal royalty court makes an appearance at this year’s Chalo Nitka Festival.

Naji Tobias
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Former Tribal Chairman James Billie served as the Chalo
Nitka Festival’s master of ceremonies.

Chairman Mitchell Cypress sits on top of a gussied-up Ford F-Series pickup
truck as he waves to onlookers at the Chalo Nitka Parade. Cypress recalled a
time in his early life when he and his fellow Tribal citizens from Big Cypress used
to come to the annual festival by a cattle truck. “Those were the good old days,”
Chairman Cypress said. “Chalo Nitka started when I was born, in 1947. The Tribe
was here since it began, but we stepped away for a while. Now that we’re back,
it’s just like old times. This is a time for everyone to reconnect with their old
friends and enjoy each other.”

Naji Tobias

Hank Nelson Jr., of Hollywood, and his All-Star Band perform a slew of country cover songs.

Naji Tobias

Naji Tobias

The 63rd annual Chalo Nitka Festival, held March 5 in Moore Haven,
featured a special parade down Avenue J as Brighton/Tampa Tribal
Council Rep. Andrew J. Bowers Jr. served as the event’s grand marshal.

From left, Chalo Nitka event co-coordinator Alvin Ward (Glades
County) presents Brighton/Tampa Tribal Council Rep. Andrew J.
Bowers Jr. with a special plaque for the Brighton Reservation’s contribution to this year’s festival.
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Naji Tobias

Seminole Tribal citizens and non-Indians show off their unity and camaraderie wearing Seminole jackets
in support of the culture-sharing occasion.

SGT. GABRIEL COPPEDGE

Chris C. Jenkins

The Coppedge family is interviewed by the local media.

Chris C. Jenkins
Chris C. Jenkins

Family members of Army Sgt. and Seminole Tribe member Gabriel Coppedge anxiously await his appearance
via live streaming video.

Gabriel, 5-year-old son of Coppedge, says hello to his
father.

Chris C. Jenkins

Members of the Red Boys Native pow-wow singers of Saskatchewan, Canada
perform on stage as part of opening ceremonies for the event.

X   
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Seminole Star Search Program Executive Di- From left, Tribal musical artists Spencer and Zach Battiest together before their live
rector Tina Osceola talks about the positive performance of their hit original single ‘The Storm’ on March 10 at the Seminole Star
impact of the song.
Search Theater.

Chris C. Jenkins

The Battiest brothers are joined by family members after their performance.

 $0]+25$F,*$4@(
BY CHRIS C. JENKINS
Staff Reporter

HOLLYWOOD — The Tribal musical duo of Zach and Spencer
Battiest celebrated the release of their debut music single “The Storm”
at the Seminole Star Search Theater to a packed house March 10.
    &  %           
group paying homage to the Battiest family, with an emphasis on their
ancestry, culture and personal lives.
Both performed the song live in front of family and friends marking the completion of a collaboration three years in the making.
“We made this song because the people [Tribal community] were
asking us to write something,” brother and producer Zach also known
as “Doc” said.
“When it came time to write a song [involving the Tribe] we did
not take it lightly,” song co-writer Spencer said.
The pair said the song was inspired by their grandmother Judy
Baker and was produced in Zach’s Midnight Studios on the Hollywood
Reservation during a nighttime recording session. The lyrics depict the
Tribe’s emotional and historical trials, survival, resistance and perseverance during the Seminole Wars and highlight a theme of power and
unity in present day. It is currently available for purchase on iTunes and
at Amazon.com.
5/    %      + F
like a faucet,” Zach said of the creative process involved. “The message

is telling our version of our history, kind of from the horse’s mouth.”
Zach, 22, is the older sibling and a married father of one who is
known for his music producing, writing, dancing, rapping, drumming
and percussion skills.
Spencer, 20, a resident of Hollywood, Fla. and Hollywood, Calif.
has continued to gain national attention as an up-and-coming R & B
crooner. He made a splash at the age of 14 being named “The Best Teen
Male Artist” at the International Presentation of Performers (IPOP) talent show.
   .     % 
their many performances over the years as they mutually began performing in a touring gospel show in their youth.
Proud father Henry Battiest (also known as Junior) was among the
family, friends and supporters on hand.
“As a father it makes me proud. We [as a Tribe] have been in this
industry a long time, for almost a hundred years. I was a little nervous
for them but I think it was great,” he said.
Tina Osceola, Seminole Star Search program executive director
and Native Music Rocks Records president, spoke highly of them after
their performance.
“These two young men are magical. They are our tomorrow,” she
said. “This song is going to endure for eternity. It says it all; it is our
anthem.”
For more information, visit seminolestarsearch.com, nativemusiFrom left, Zach and Spencer Battiest perform ‘The Storm’ on stage.
crocksrecords.com or e-mail starsearch@semtribe.com.

Chris C. Jenkins
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About 40 Natives from all over the United States and Japan spend the weekend of March 11-13 at the 12th annual Flute Retreat
in Big Cypress. Here, the Native participants share a peaceful and tranquil moment on March 12 near a Chickee hut.
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Far left photo,
Sonny Nevaquaya, Native flutist
and organizer of
the 12th annual
Flute
Retreat,
plays a flute tune
for peace and
tranquility.
Left photo, Hollywood
Tribal
citizen
Jackie
Osceola decides
to create a snake
b e a d w o r k- d e signed bracelet,
in red, yellow,
black and white
beads.

Adina Loochkartt

Prince Markie Dee discusses hip hop music and song writing with the teens during
the camp.

Adina Loochkartt

Micki Free, right, director of the Star Search program, talks to 2009 Star
Search Winner Preston Osceola about his journey in the program after he
performed his original song ‘Protected.’

Naji Tobias

Adina Loochkartt

Zach ‘Doc’ Battiest, left, and Spencer Battiest perform their new single ‘The Storm’ at the Star Search Music Camp
organized March 5 in Okalee Indian Village.

Hollywood Tribal citizen Jaden
Bankston, 10, left, takes lessons
on the creation of a beaded fish
critter from beadwork artist Debi
Lowe, right, at the 12th annual
Flute Retreat on March 12. Lowe
briefly discussed how she helped
Bankston out with his project.
“We’re following the steps to
make his beading project, which
consists of numbering the beads,
bead colors and steps to get it
done,” Lowe said of Bankston.
“It’s a little frustrating for young
people because you have to pay
attention to the beadwork and
wires. But once you start to gain
patience and finish your project,
you feel good about yourself.”
Naji Tobias
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Message from STOF DIRECTV
Customer Service Coordinator Diane O’Donnell:

Naji Tobias

DIRECTV technician Mark Vogelsang, left, troubleshoots an HD channel connection problem for BC
resident Gary Waggerby at his home on March 2.

“Our customer service staff is here to save you
time, stress and money. We can assist Tribal Members with all their DIRECTV issues.
Many times we resolve a problem over the phone,
or we may contact DIRECTV for them to resolve billing errors. We schedule service calls, add special
programming requested, and provide additional or
upgraded equipment. When taking applications for
STOF DIRECTV, we explain everything the program
has to offer. We work continually to verify and
maintain all our customers’ information, making
sure they are getting the most from the program.
Our department also handles senior satellite/cable
benefits, paying up to $125 per month of approved
fees. We try to provide a level of assistance that is
not found anywhere else, far above the norm, and
with a smile too.
Thank you for being our customer!”

Naji Tobias

Big Cypress Tribal homeowner Bobbie Billie, left, and her son, Alex Cypress, receive
a DIRECTV tutorial from technician Mark Vogelsang, right, at a March 2 installation
visit.

?)0 <'_ ?[>/<0<*\?>0<*
“They [STOF DIRECTV] have always been very Sanchez had a wide grin on her face after receiving a things done on a personal basis. Jose [Garcia, satellite
speedy in their service and have always been very cour- replacement remote control.
technician] and I get a long great.”
5/;  %        . %
teous to me,” Osceola-Hahn says.
When asked about the service and any technical is“Those I have met and dealt with have been very staff does on our homes,” Frank-Sanchez says. “Mark sues, he says, “I don’t have problems, I have solutions.”
6K 7 + %% $ – meaning Jose is right there with a solution.
professional and I have had no problems.”
He says overall it has been a very
satisfactory experience and the Tribe has
done very well in providing this service.
“The fact that the Seminole Channel is exclusive to Tribal
Fort Pierce Tribal citizen Margaret              
Wilcox joined the program when she Manager and STOF DIRECTV customer Michael Cantu.
moved into Chupco’s Landing.
“It is really to our advantage, we
couldn’t get no other service out here,” Wilcox says of gets right down to the problem at hand and takes care of
her family subscribing to STOF DIRECTV services.
it as quick as he can.”
5          % Corey Billie, of Naples, says he is very pleased with
nancially,” she says. Remember, the Tribe covers the the STOF DIRECTV program, which he has been en %   ©(>$¥¥    "%    joying for about two years.
“I live off the reservation, so for them to drive all
©)*$¥¥#$=!1   % B8ATV through SMP only pay for additional requested up- the way out here it is really great,” Billie says.
Corey says he has called for a technician three
grades.
Wilcox says the service in general is great and when   $=      
they encounter a problem the technician gets the job a technician was at his home that afternoon. The other
two times when he needed assistance the
technician was there the very next day,
“I get to watch TV for free. You can’t beat it. I have to which he says is still great fast service,
say thank you.” – Naples Tribal citizen and STOF DIRECTV considering he lives in Naples.
Naji Tobias
“Jose [STOF DIRECTV technician] DIRECTV technician Mark Vogelsand replaced the remote
customer Corey Billie.
is very professional, he always listens to control for Big Cypress Tribal citizen Corinna Frank-Sanchez
whatever problem I have,” he says. “Ev- on Feb. 7.
ery time I call I get a quick response.”
done ASAP.
Billie says he doesn’t take the offer for granted.
“He’s on time, he’s here when he says he will be.”
He says STOF DIRECTV’s program is really the
=DD %  =!B8“I get to watch TV for free. You can’t beat it. I have cheaper way to go and he was offered the best service
RECTV service at this Miami home.
to say thank you.”
he has had. He says he switched to Dish Network for
“I like the fact that DIRECTV offers the Seminole
Brighton Tribal citizen Amos Tiger has enjoyed two weeks and says he fought with them from the very
Channel to us as Tribal citizens. I like how the Seminole STOF DIRECTV services since the program was intro- beginning with the installation. He had it for two weeks
Channel keeps us current with all the different Tribal duced to Tribal members.
and went right back to STOF DIRECTV.
citizens at all the reservations,” he says.
5P%         & % 
=;B @     &   %    
The fact that the Seminole Channel is exclusive to technician, it is really quality control,” Tiger says.
provided free installation, which includes a satellite
Tribal citizens only is a wonderful thing for the Tribe,
“Having an in-house technician you’re able to get dish, basic receiver, and all parts and labor.
Cantu added.
“The customer service is great because the em  +. .     <
Naji Tobias
he says. “I have no complaints.”
DIRECTV technician Mark Vogelsand, left, stands with
Hollywood senior Alice Tucker has enjoyed
Chris Sanchez in Big Cypress on Feb. 7.
the services of STOF DIRECTV for three years.
She says she used to be a Comcast customer before
The Tribe has facilitated subscriptions to DIREC- switching to STOF DIRECTV.
“I think they [STOF DIRECTV] are pretty exK 1 + $
“Our customer service staff is here to save you time, cellent, I have not had any problems with them,”
stress and money,” says Diane O’Donnell, customer ser- Tucker says. “Their customer service is excellent,
also. And if they do not resolve your problem in a
vice DIRECTV coordinator.
“We can assist Tribal Members with all their DI- matter of hours it will be in a matter of days.”
O’Donnell explains why the STOF DIRECTV
RECTV issues. Many times we resolve a problem over
the phone, or we may contact DIRECTV for them to staff is able to offer such prompt response.
“Since the Tribe has its own STOF DIRECTV
resolve billing errors,” she adds.
O’Donnell says the department schedules service    %     calls, adds special programming requested, and pro- nel, service is fast, in most cases same- or nextday appointments, with no monthly maintenance
vides additional or upgraded equipment.
   %©*$¥¥   <
O’Donnell says.
WHY STOF DIRECTV IS THE BEST CHOICE:
STOF DIRECTV services Big Cypress, Brighton, Hollywood, Immokalee,
t
*O%FDFNCFSUIF5SJCFVQHSBEFEJUTBHSFFNFOU
Tampa, Naples, Fort Pierce, the Trail and
XJUI%*3&$57GPSEJTDPVOUFECVMLQSPHSBNNJOHUP$IPJDF
nearby off-rez customers in Florida.
9USB OPXQSPWJEJOHDIBOOFMTQMVTMPDBMT
Tampa Tribal citizen Gladys Guzman
        + 
t
5IF5SJCFDPWFSTUIFEJTDPVOUFESBUFPGQFS price she pays.
“You can’t go wrong,” she says. “EvNPOUI SFHVMBSQSJDFJT 450'DJUJ[FOT XIPTJHOVQ
GPS%*3&$57UISPVHI4.1POMZQBZGPSBEEJUJPOBMSFRVFTUFE ery time I’ve had a problem they are always
3%. @$<
VQHSBEFT
The Seminole Channel gives highlights of what goes on in the Tribal comt
"DDFTTUPUIF4FNJOPMF$IBOOFM CSPBEDBTUJOH
says Big Cypress Tribal citizen
GSPNUPQNPO5IVSTEBZT$IBOOFMDBOCFWJFXFE munities,
Janice Osceola. “It gives all of our Tribal
POMZXJUI450'%*3&$57
members a chance to see each other on TV
Tribal wide,” she added. “Maybe some of
t
/FX ýSTUUJNF DVTUPNFSTBSFQSPWJEFEGSFFJOTUBM- our Tribal members haven’t seen one of
MBUJPO XIJDIJODMVEFTBTBUFMMJUFEJTI CBTJDSFDFJWFS BOEBMM their friends for a while, but it’s a good
QBSUTBOEMBCPS
thing for them when they get to see themselves on the Seminole Channel.”
Janice Osceola is also a STOF DIRECt
4JODFUIF5SJCFIBTJUTPXO%*3&$57TUBGG XIJDI
TV customer.
JODMVEFTUFDIOJDJBOTBOEPGýDFQFSTPOOFM TFSWJDFJTGBTU 
“Even though we only have two techs
JONPTUDBTFTTBNFPSOFYUEBZBQQPJOUNFOUT XJUIOP
[technicians], they do a good job of keeping
NPOUIMZNBJOUFOBODFGFFT SFHVMBSQFSNPOUI 
up with all the work orders that come in.
I’m happy with the service they provide us
t
*GZPVBMSFBEZIBWF%*3&$57 CVUEJEOPUPSEFSJU
here [in Big Cypress] at the Tribe.”
UISPVHIUIF5SJCF ZPVDBOIBWFZPVSBDDPVOUBTTJHOFEUP
O’Donnell says the STOF DIRECTV
UIF5SJCFTQSPHSBNBOEKPJOJOPOUIFTBWJOHT
department also handles senior satellite/ca  % © (*   
;OL;YPIL VMMLYZ H NYLH[ +09,*;= ZH[LSSP[L;= WYVNYHT [V HSS;YPIHS *P[PaLUZ ^OV ZPNU \W MVY P[ [OYV\NO :LTPUVSL
t
8FTFSWJDF#JH$ZQSFTT #SJHIUPO )PMMZXPPE *Nof approved fees.
)YVHKJHZ[PUN4HU`[OV\NO[[OPZ^HZVUS`HILULÄ[H]HPSHISL[VV\YZLUPVYZ56P[PZUV[+09,*;=»Z*OVPJL?[YH
“Me being a senior, the Tribe pays my
NPLBMFF 5BNQB /BQMFT 'PSU1JFSDF UIF5SJBMBOEOFBSCZ
+PNP[HSWHJRHNLOHZJOHUULSZPUJS\KPUN`V\YSVJHSZHUKPZWHPKMVYI`[OL;YPIL>LHSZVVMMLY`V\[OL:LTPUVSL
  ;  %   © (*   < I
PGGSF[DVTUPNFSTJO'MPSJEB DBMMUPTFFJGXFDBOIFMQZPV
*OHUULSIYVHKJHZ[LHJO;O\YZKH`IL[^LLU!¶!74VU+09,*;=*OHUULS
Osceola says. “If it goes over, or if I order a
special program, then I have to pay the difYou may reach our customer service
ference. I’m very happy with that.”
;OL+09,*;=I\SRYH[LWYVNYHTHSSV^ZLHJOUL^Z\IZJYPILY[VYLJLP]LMYLLPUZ[HSSH[PVUVMHIHZPJYLJLP]LYHUKKPZO
at 954-985-5703. 
“Diane [O’Donnell] is very good at
(U`\WNYHKLZPULX\PWTLU[VYJOHUULSZVMMLYLKI`+09,*;=HYLHSZVH]HPSHISL[OYV\NOV\YZLY]PJL0M`V\HSYLHK`
what she does. She and her staff do great
OH]L+09,*;=I\[KPKUV[VYKLYP[[OYV\NO[OL;YPIL`V\JHUOH]L`V\YHJJV\U[HZZPNULK[V[OL;YPIL»ZWYVNYHTHUK
work. They make sure all of our needs are
ZH]LTVUL`
“When taking applications for STOF DIRECTV, met as quickly as possible,” Janice Osceola says.
In December the Tribe upgraded their agreewe explain everything the program has to offer. We
)LZPKLZVMMLYPUN+09,*;=H[HNYLH[WYPJL^LHSZVOH]LV\YV^UJ\Z[VTLYZLY]PJLZ[HMMHUK[LJOUPJPHUZMVYZLY]PJL
work continually to verify and maintain all of our cus- ment with DIRECTV for discounted bulk proHUK PUZ[HSSH[PVU UV ULLK MVY H TVU[OS` THPU[LUHUJL MLL  +VU»[ NL[ MY\Z[YH[LK I` [OVZL H\[VTH[LK [LSLWOVUL
tomers’ information in order for them to get the most gramming to Choice Xtra, now providing 210-plus
channels locals.
from the program.
Z`Z[LTZ^LJHUHUZ^LY`V\YX\LZ[PVUZHUKOLSW`V\ZVS]LHU`WYVISLTZ`V\TH`OH]L1\Z[JHSSV\YVMÄJLH[ 
Janice Osceola says that all Tribal citizens who
“Our department also handles senior satellite/cable
MVYTVYLPUMVYTH[PVUVYHZZPZ[HUJL
  % © (*    + $ have STOF DIRECTV like the bulk rate.
“Who doesn’t like to save money?” Osceola
We try to provide a level of assistance that is not found
anywhere else, far above the norm, and with a smile says.
Big Cypress Tribal citizen Corinna Franktoo!”
One of the many advantages in subscribing to Sanchez recently received a replacement remote
STOF DIRECTV is that in addition the 210-plus chan- control for her living room’s DIRECTV receiver.
nels, Tribal citizens have access to the Seminole Chan- She had noticed a delay on her remote control when
  *'*      *' $ $ changing a television channel or the volume. Satel#JH$ZQSFTTt#SJHIUPO'U1JFSDFt5BNQB
lite supervisor Mark Vogelsang visited Frank-SanThursdays, only with STOF DIRECTV.
Peter Osceola-Hahn, of the Hollywood Reservation  1;  H  !$' .
*NNPLBMFFt)PMMZXPPE4PVUI'MPSJEB
1
113-STO
F
   (2 % @   $!.&
+=!B8AK +(22'$
PREPARED BY SMP STAFF

The STOF DIRECTV program is not just a service
offered by the Tribe. It’s simply a great deal.
When one does not have to worry about the cable
bill, but still gets to view more than 210 channels, including the Tribe’s only channel, that’s one irrefutable
offer.
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BY JUDY WEEKS
Freelance Reporter

BIG CYPRESS — The 2011 Big Cypress Winter Funday drew
     H% 
on Saturday, March 5 for the all day annual event.
Creating a new skyline, a snow mountain, giant ferris wheel and
carnival rides rose above brightly colored tents beckoning to the car
     3%.  .$  
Big Cypress administrative and service departments had created entertainment booths and age-appropriate games, with piles of prizes
   $%% F    
around the activities throughout the day.
Children of all ages made a mad dash for the mountain of snow
where they grabbed sleds, inner tubes and plastic boats for their rapid
descent down the slope. Cold, wet snow balls whizzed through the
air in all directions and showed no mercy to the bystanders. A steady
      .          
igloo.
Circus music, laughter and screams of joy surrounded the midway of carnival rides. The wonderful smell of snow cones, popcorn,
cotton candy, hamburgers, hot dogs and barbeque ribs created mouth
watering temptation for the energetic crowd.
Participants in the frybread and chili cook-offs set up their stoves

early in the day. Taking great care to hide the source of their secret
ingredients, the challengers spent hours preparing their entries for the
impartial judges from the RV Campground. When the winners were
announced, it didn’t take long for the contents of their kettles to disappear into the mouths of their appreciative audience.
The Bingo tent provided a steady source of entertainment
throughout the day and proved to be a big favorite of the Tribal seniors as they watched the younger generation blow off steam from a
safe distance.
A large portion of the play area contained a vast assortment of
vehicles competing in the annual car show. Several categories of
trucks, motorcycles, sports utility vehicles, four-wheelers, bicycles
and cars were lined up on display with their owners eager to talk
shop with the crowd. The participants displayed the result of many
long hours of hard work that went into the creative design and maintenance of their projects.
An avid collector and customizer of motorcycles, cars and trucks,
AH$ %   +  
that can occupy your free time and stimulate your creativity. Motioning toward his collection, he said, “Working on these has turned
my life around. I encourage all of our youngsters to get involved in
healthy activities that will get them off the streets and on the road to a
bright future. We have a lot of smart, young minds growing up in the
Tribe and we are depending on them to build a future for our people.”

2011 Big Cypress Winter Funday Results
CHILI COOK-OFF: Spicy Hot: 1. Beverly Alumbaugh, 2. Marlin Miller, 3. Jennifer Chadwick.
Seniors: 1. Janice Osceola. Adults: 1. Charlie Cypress, 2. Tonia Cypress, 3. Beverly Alumbaugh.
FRYBREAD COOK-OFF: Regular Women: 1. Marlin Miller, 2. Beverly Alumbaugh, 3. Jennifer
Chadwick. Regular Men: 1. Charlie Cypress. Pumpkin: 1. Jennifer Chadwick. Specialty (Fruit
Filled, Squash and Sweet Potato): 1. Sue Jane Bert, 2. Beverly Alumbaugh, 3. Sue Jane Bert.
BINGO GAMES: Single Bingo: Alice Billie and Virginia Tommie. Double Bingo: Vanessa Billie.
Postage Stamp: Mondo Tiger. Kite: David Jumper. Straight Line Bingo: David Jumper. Six Pack:
Brian Billie. Yellow Special Single Bingo: Brian Billie. Letter "L": Ronnie C. Billie. Pink Special
Single Bingo: Claudia Doctor. Pink Special Double Bingo: Virginia Tommie. Gray Special Single
Bingo: Mary Robbins. Letter "T": David Jumper. Small Round Robin: Daisy Jumper Buster. Letter "X": Daisy Jumper Buster and Virginia Tommie. Coverall: Daisy Jumper Buster.
CAR SHOW: Cars - Donk: 1. Carradine Billie. Best Interior, Best Paint & Best Engine: Carradine
Billie. Cars - Muscle: 1. Lydia Cypress, 2. Charlie Cypress. Best Interior & Engine: Charlie
Cypress. Best Paint: Lydia Cypress. Cars - Luxury: 1. T.J. Koenes. Best Interior, Paint and
Engine: T. J. Koenes. Trucks: 4 X4: 1. Charlie Cypress, 2. Ronnie Billie Sr., 3. Rudy Osceola.
Best Interior & Paint: Charlie Cypress. Trucks: Pickup: 1. Tonia Cypress. Best Interior & Paint:
Tonia Cypress. Trucks: Jeep: 1. Joe Billie. Best Interior & Paint: Joe Billie. Motorcycles: Street
Bike: 1. Leo Onco, 2. Ronnie Billie Sr., 3. Jr. Buster. Best Paint: Leo Onco. Motorcycles: Hoggs:
1. Ronnie Billie Sr., 2. Leo Onco, 3. Ronnie Billie Sr. Best Paint: Ronnie Billie Sr. 4 Wheelers ATV (4X4) 1. Cecilia Tigertail, 2. Chska Osceola, 3. Rudy Osceola. Other - Side X Side: 1. Cecilia
Tigertail, 2. Chirstalee Coppedge, 3. Brian Billie. Children's Specialty: 1. Thomlynn Billie, 2.
Thomlynn Billie. The Bests: At Show: 1. Ronnie Billie Sr. Interior: 1. Charlie Cypress. Paint:
1. Ronnie Billie Sr. Engine: 1. Charlie Cypress. 4-Wheeler: 1. Cecilia Tigertail. Side X Side: 1.
Cecilia Tigertail. 4 X 4 Show: 1. Charlie Cypress.
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Judy Weeks
Judy Weeks

Snowball fights abound at the 2011 Big Cypress Winter Funday.

Veteran Chili Cook-off winner Charlie Cypress
garnered another first place for his adult entry.
Left
photo,
Shana Ballentine selects
a prize at the
Broadcasting
booth being
manned by Allen and Rhonda Hoffman.
Right photo,
Jared McInturff exits the
igloo to rejoin
the show ball
fight.
Judy Weeks

Presents the highly anticipated

Aimee Hoyt

From left, Pedro Zepeda, traditional arts and outreach coordinator for Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum and Fort Pierce Tribal citizen
Shamy Tommie chip away wood of a tree from Big Cypress to create the canoe’s dugout at the March 9-10 Seminole Canoe
Carving workshop in Okalee Indian Village. The event gave Tribal citizens an opportunity to learn and practice the traditional
custom of carving a dugout canoe.

NEED A TENT?

Explore the changing technology of weapons and how these
advancements were used in the Seminole Wars.
See items from our extensive collection including weaponry
! ! !!" 

March 2011
throughJanuary 2012
From

MUSEUM MEMBERS AND TRIBAL MEMBERS
  '  

34725 West Boundary Road
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Aimee Hoyt

Naji Tobias
Naji Tobias

SPD Officer David Lee fires off some shots in a hallway with his
simulated Glock 48 gun at the camp. This sequence set off the
mood for one of the two MILO shooting scenarios.

Hollywood Tribal citizen Kenny Descheene, 13, speaks
with Seminole Media Productions Special Projects Coordinator Benno Schmidt about his experience at the
third annual SPD Spring Break Camp, held March 14-17
in Big Cypress and Hollywood.

The group gets a firsthand look at what training entails for Police Academy recruits while they practice formations and drill
and commands outside. Training at the Academy lasts six months and includes dozens of written tests like the CJBAT and
physical tests such as pushing a car, swimming laps in an Olympic-size pool and completing the obstacle course at Parc
de Triumpe on campus.
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Aimee Hoyt

Aimee Hoyt
Naji Tobias

In a conference room at the Jimmie Cypress Public Safety Complex, from left, SPD Sgt. Scott Goodman, Hollywood Tribal
members John Osceola and Trinity Bowers, 11, SPD Officer Summer Huggins, Hollywood Tribal member Rhett Tiger, 12, and
Hollywood Tribal citizen Kenny Descheene, 13, discuss a MILO simulation scenario in which the Tribal youth have to bunker
down in a corner after hearing gunfire pop off in a hallway. Officer Huggins impersonated a teacher and made a 911 call to
notify the Tribal kids about the shooter in the hallway.

Tribal campers, led by SPD Officer Michele Daza and SPD
Sergeant for Youth Services Angie Margotta, view a memorial March 16 at Broward Community College in Davie
before touring the Police Academy. The group began their
tour by watching a PowerPoint that new recruits watch on
Family Night, a night dedicated to showing families what
they’ve been learning at the Academy.

From left, Trakia Lockhart, 13, Donovan Bacon, 9, and Trinity Bowers, 11, wait for their turn to practice shooting an
unloaded gun before using Range 3000 in the training lab
with the help of Fort Lauderdale Police Department Officer
Thor Lockhart. Officer Lockhart compared Range 3000 to
the MILO simulator, which some of the youngsters used
earlier in the week in Big Cypress. “This is almost the
equivalent of a newer version of the MILO,” he said. “You
can think of an old Xbox where the graphics got better.
That’s what this is.”
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Natomah
Robins
sings the classic
“Seminole Wind”
on stage along with
several other acts
as part of the Boys
& Girls Club Youth
Beach
Bonanza
Youth Concert held
at the Tribal Headquarters
Auditorium Feb. 25. The
show featured several Tribal youth and
teens playing musical instruments and
performing cover
and original songs
with family and
friends on hand in
support.
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Chris C. Jenkins
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Chris C. Jenkins

Cameron Osceola plays a guitar solo on stage.

Chris C. Jenkins

Kiana Bell performs on the piano.
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BY OFFICE OF YOUR POLICE CHIEF, WILLIAM R. LATCHFORD

Seminole Police Department and the Seminole Tribe
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Rachel Buxton

Willie Johns explains how the Seminoles’ diet evolved through the years during a Seminole Moments session March 9 at
Brighton’s Cattle and Range. About 20 employees enjoyed lunch while Johns explained that the Seminoles’ eating habits
changed drastically from plant-based to more animal-based after they began using a musket gun and a single-shot, muzzleloading rifle. “We probably ate better than you guys,” Johns joked.
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Rachel Buxton

Willie Johns shows a picture of his family living on a traditional campsite on the Brighton Reservation during a Seminole
Moments lecture in Fort Pierce Feb. 10 at the Chupco Youth Ranch. Johns explained how he lived on a campsite for the
first 17 years of his life with no electricity or running water. He said his campsite was made of 20 chickees and was one
big communal living space.
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academic achievement March 8 at the Okeechobee School
Board meeting.
Snow received an award from Okeechobee SuperintenOKEECHOBEE — As the Brighton youth continue to dent Dr. Patricia Cooper for her outstanding achievement in
the
Okeechobee
and Regional Science Fair.
excel in academics, McKayla Snow was recognized for her
        =.   ! 
moving on to the regional level that was held Feb. 18 in Se$ +    
Charles Ross Memorial Award.
“It meant a lot,” Snow said. “Because I was thinking I
wouldn’t get any special award.”
Snow attended the State Science Fair on March 24 in Orlando at the Orange County Convention Center and said it is
the only time she gets nervous.
Snow was able to continue the project she started last year
titled, “Plop, Plop, Fizz, Fizz: What Do You Think the Reaction Time Is?”
“I saw a commercial for Alka-Seltzer and wanted to do a
project on it,” Snow said.
Snow’s project tested the reaction time of Alka-Seltzer
dissolving in different liquids at room temperatures. Liquids
used included tap water, whole milk, soymilk, sweet tea, orange juice, soda and tomato juice.
Snow also excelled last year making it all the way to state,
placing fourth.
She said science is her favorite subject.
“It’s a good way to learn,” Snow said. “It’s good for your
future.”
Over the next couple of weeks Snow plans to prepare for
.   %%
the density of the liquids after one of the judges at regional
asked her that very question.
5/ % +   %@
that,” Snow said.
Snow said she hopes to follow in the footsteps of her late
Elbert Snow
mother, Dawn Marie Snow Fertitta, who was a nurse. She said
 ;.      % McKayla Snow is recognized at the Okeechobee School Board
meeting and presented with an award of excellence from ly wants to do something involving either medicine or science.
Superintendent Dr. Patricia Cooper for her academic achievement
“It’s cool to learn about the human body,” Snow said.
in science.
“And the earth is pretty awesome.”
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BY JUDY WEEKS
Freelance Reporter

BY RACHEL BUXTON
Staff Reporter

IMMOKALEE — Students of the Immokalee Preschool joined the Muscular Dystrophy
Association (MDA) Helping Jerry’s Kids program on March 2 with a Hop-A-Thon on their play%$   @ 422 222    ) 222    
child care centers and elementary schools
across the United States who took part in the
annual fund raiser.
Kids and parents obtained pledges from
family members, friends and neighbors based
on the number of hops they were able to com% 42 % +
donation. Each child received a support monitor to tabulate their hops in anticipation of collecting their pledges.
“By participating in the MDA Hop-AThon program, we are teaching our children
about the importance of helping others,” Immokalee Preschool Site Manager Michelle
Ford said. “This isn’t just about exercise and
having fun. Our students are learning about
disabilities, health issues and compassion for
the needs of others.”
In accordance with the MDA fund raiser
guidelines, donations received through the
Hop-A-Thon will help send children with neuromuscular disease to special summer camps,
assist with the purchase of wheelchairs and
leg braces, as well as funding worldwide research for treatment options.
The monitors tabulated a total of 3, 224
hops for the boys and girls who appeared to
have a fabulous time pretending to be rabbits.
Hopping up and down is not an unusual activJudy Weeks
ity for little children and they really put their
259 total hops made Angelo Colon Jr. the Boys’ Chamhearts into the game.
Winning bunnies went to the girls’ cham- pion at the MDA Hop-A-Thon March 2 in Immokalee.
pion Makayla Mata with 481 hops. Angelo
Colon Jr. who registered 259 times won on behalf of the boys’ division. A giant yellow duckling
was awarded to Arhianna Rodriguez for collecting the most amount of money in donations.
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BY JUDY WEEKS
Freelance Reporter

IMMOKALEE — Literary history came to life at the Diane Yzaguirre
Memorial Library in Immokalee on the afternoon of March 4.
As a group of students, education advisors and library staff gathered in
the main teaching area, the topic of conversation centered around one question: “Who is Mark Twain?” They didn’t have to wait long for the answer.
A deep masculine voice sounded from behind the rows of books lining
the walls and said, “I am Mark Twain.” Assuming the character role of the
 %  ¥ %%    %   B+  
person narrative that chronicled the life of the American literary genius,
Samuel Langhorne Clemens, who assumed the pseudonym of Mark Twain.
“I was born under a lucky star in Missouri in 1835, which was the year
 ;    8    @   ¥ 2 <   ;  D.
    1     K  %  F  
tie, gray hair, mustache and bushy eyebrows that were the trade mark of
the author during his public appearances more than one hundred years ago.
    H   D$       D.  42
states on the stage and in schools, libraries, courthouses, prisons and the Immokalee Seminole Reservation. He said, “My main concern is the demise of
books. I hope that young people are not deprived of books as a result of the
new technical trend, because it will be a tremendous loss.”
In the hour that followed, the audience listened to an animated description of the life and works of Mark Twain, which encompassed his many
professions as a newspaper man, riverboat pilot, prospector teacher, world
traveler, lecturer, humorist and the renowned author of books, short stories
and poetry.
Twain had prepared an autobiography and left instructions that it was
 %   22 $  .  cently become available to the public and is being added to libraries across
the country.
Listening to excerpts from Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, the audience learned about the morals of Twain’s writings that applied to both
the past and the present. The startled youngsters screamed in delight at the
conclusion of a scary mystery story and then begged to hear more.
Judy Weeks
Ehlert said, “As I leave you today, I want you to remember one of Mark
Twain’s most important quotes, ‘Kindness is a language heard by the deaf Children gather around to look at an original copy of Mark Twain’s classic, ‘Tom Sawyer’ and laugh at the humor of his stories as told by Dave Ehlert at the Diane Yzaguirre Memorial Library in Immokalee on March 4.
and seen by the blind.’ Make this a standard of your lives.”
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Rachel Buxton

Rachel Buxton

Country recording artist Jake McVey makes a special trip to the Brighton Reservation Feb. 28 to perform a private concert for the students and staff of Pemayetv Emahakv at the Pemayetv Emahakv Principal Russell Brown presents McVey with a toFred Smith Rodeo Arena amphitheater. The stop was part of McVey’s special project Roads to Home, Pay It Forward concert series. “It’s finally great to be at a point where I can ken of appreciation before giving him a tour of the school and a glimpse
give back and be who I am,” McVey said.
into the life of the Seminole Tribe.
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Rachel Buxton

Victor Parrillo, left, and Lupe Mora-Lara shake as fast as they can in the bottle
shake game during the annual Pemayetv Emahakv Survivor Day March 16 at
the Brighton Gym.

Rachel Buxton

Rachel Buxton

Jarrett Bert, left, attempts to catch a ping pong ball while Kyandra Harris, center, and Donovan Harris watch
during the school’s Survivor Day.

Jason Webber and son Jessie Webber, decked out in
team T-shirts, await their score for math flash cards.
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Chris C. Jenkins

Culture instructor Jane Billie helps students with the spelling and pronunciation of the word turkey in Mikasuki.

Chris C. Jenkins

Chris C. Jenkins

Tribal youth and teens discuss words in the traditional Mikasuki as part of the Ahfachkee School/
Lauren Doctor decorates her drum during the crafts portion of
Culture Department early release gathering on March 9 in the Municipal Building in Big Cypress. The
class.
day featured traditional craft making and practicing Seminole language skill development.
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Alyssa Osceola,
left, pours water
on a tile that protects the NASA
space shuttle during a presentation
hosted by NASA
Speaker Louise
Kleba, center, and
NASA Education
program Specialist Helen Kane.
Naji Tobias

NASA Speaker/Chippewa
Tribal citizen Louise Kleba
held an hour-long space
shuttle presentation for the
Ahfachkee School Boys &
Girls Club students on Feb.
16 at the Herman L. Osceola Gymnasium. Kleba, an
electrical engineer at the
Kennedy Space Center,
spoke about the operations of a space shuttle and
how astronauts prepare to
launch into space.
Naji Tobias

Six
rockets
were launched
at the Big Cypress Bingo
Hall
facility during the
NASA event.
Boys & Girls
Club student
Leo Onco is
getting
set
to launch his
rocket
with
the help of
Boys & Girls
Club assistant
Derek Pierce.
Naji Tobias
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The staff of the Ahfachkee School, along
with the Tribe’s Human
Resources Department,
sent off former principal
Walter Swan, sitting at
center, in grand Seminole
style as they presented
him with a host of gifts of
appreciation for his three
years of service at the
Feb. 10 going away party
in the Ahfachkee School’s
cafeteria.

Naji Tobias

Naji Tobias
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BY NAJI TOBIAS
Staff Reporter

BIG CYPRESS – After about three years as the Ahfachkee School Principal, Walter Swan has decided to accept a new role in Nashville, Tenn. as the Bu%8%; ,= ?+ ; % 
and Eastern states region.
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direction here. We’re happy with the standards that have been put in place; we’re
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Richardson credited Swan for his dedication to the Ahfachkee School’s ad+      ;       
in style.
“In life, we always want to celebrate and honor people that are special to
us,” Richardson said. “Mr. Swan did a lot of heavy lifting for us and gave up a lot
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Ahfachkee School to a higher educational level.
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From left, Lena Swan, her husband, former Ahfachkee School
Principal Walter Swan and their son, Stephen Swan are misty-eyed
at the Feb. 10 going-away party at the Ahfachkee School’s cafeteria
as they show gratitude to all of the school’s staff and the Tribe’s
Human Resources Department for the well-wishes sent their way.
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Library Program Manager Barbara D. Oeffner

Big Cypress Librarian Gretchen DeBree, Ricky Rodriquez
and Melissa Silva examine Matryoshka dolls during the
Russian craft program offered the week of March 7 at
the library to introduce the students to Russian cuisine.
Children painted their own Matryoshka dolls, listened to
stories about Russia, watched the movie “Peter and the
Wolf” and tasted the Russian-inspired dish beef Stroganoff,
prepared by Library Program Manager Barbara D. Oeffner.

PHARMACY TECHNICIAN!

Learn the skills used by Pharmacy Technicians at:
t.FEJDBM)PTQJUBMTt1IBSNBDJFTBOE%SVH4UPSFT
t.BJM0SEFS1IBSNBDJFTt1IZTJDJBOT(SPVQ1IBSNBDJFT

XJUIUSBJOJOHGSPN4BOGPSE#SPXO*OTUJUVUF
8FBMTPPGGFS
t%JBHOPTUJD.FEJDBM4POPHSBQIZt%FOUBM"TTJTUJOHXJUI&YQBOEFE'VODUJPOT
t%FOUBM)ZHJFOFt.FEJDBM"TTJTUBOUt4VSHJDBM5FDIOPMPHZ
t7FUFSJOBSZ5FDIOPMPHZt$BSEJPWBTDVMBS4POPHSBQIZ

$BMMOPXGPSBCSPDIVSF

866.363.6444

TBOGPSECSPXOFEVGPSUMBVEFSEBMF
4BOGPSE#SPXO*OTUJUVUF*8FTU$ZQSFTT$SFFL3PBE]'U-BVEFSEBMF '-
Sanford-Brown Institute does not guarantee employment or salary. Credits earned are unlikely to transfer. Career education 106041–01/11
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ATTENTION ALL TRIBAL MEMBERS

The Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum is pleased to announce it is forming a
Museum Advisory Council (MAC). We would like to invite
interested Tribal members to become actively involved in the
Museum by becoming members of the MAC.
We are looking for Tribal members, 18 years and older, who would be
willing to join Museum staff in the planning of exhibits,
events and the future of the Museum collections acquisitions.
The Museum relies closely on Tribal member input for cultural,
historical relevance and accuracy and we are excited to invite
you to join the MAC.
If you have any questions about the MAC or are interested in joining,
please contact Anne McCudden at (863) 902-1113
or amccudden@semtribe.com.

Become a Fan on
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BY JUDY WEEKS
Freelance Reporter

IMMOKALEE — The 3- and 4-year-old students at the Immokalee Preschool embarked upon an
extraordinary experience that won't soon be forgotten,
when they accepted an invitation from the Immokalee
Culture Department on Feb. 23.
Traveling to the Immokalee Administration
Building, the boys and girls gathered in the culture
kitchen to learn how to create frybread, which is a culinary favorite that has sustained generations of families throughout Tribal history.
"Working with children of this age may seem
like a challenge, but for us it is pure pleasure," said
Immokalee Culture Site Manager Geraldine Osceola.
"While they may seem awfully young, it hasn't been
that long ago since their mothers and grandmothers
were learning how to cook at the same age. If these
little ones were growing up in a camp environment,
watching and helping prepare the meals would be a
part of their daily routine."
"We really look forward to working with the small
 %    %  
tackle each new experience as though it was an adventure," Osceola continued. "They have open minds
and quickly absorb new ideas like little sponges that
are eager for knowledge. This is the opportune age
to expose our children to their language and culture
before they become preoccupied by outside interests."
The children watched carefully as the simple in-

Judy Weeks

Immokalee Culture Site Manager Geraldine Osceola
distributes frybread dough to each of the preschoolers.

gredients were turned into dough and then delighted
in the chance to make their own individual pieces of
$ /  .      .  
F% %    . 
frying pan. Jumping up and down, they could hardly
   %  %
be eaten.

Naji Tobias

Hollywood Tribal citizen and former FAU Owls college football star Jarrid Smith paid his first-ever visit to the Ahfachkee
School on March 15 for the Tribal entity’s monthly Warrior Lunch Bunch series. With their eyes visibly glued to Smith’s
presentation, the Ahfachkee students in attendance learned about what the four primary Seminole colors – red, yellow, black
and white – meant to him. The Tribal keynote speaker talked to them about the importance of looking out for their families
in the time of need – one of a host of things that represents the Seminole Tribe, according to Smith. “We need to care about
ourselves and the people around us,” Smith said to the Ahfachkee students. “To me, that’s what all the colors are about. It
has helped me a lot in my life. I hope that these colors mean a lot to you, too. I love this Tribe and I love each and every one
of you. I want you to remember that.”

Seminole Gaming’s Doug Cox
gave a presentation to the
students that centered on offering them the option of joining the Tribal career development program and having a
career with the Seminole Hard
Rock franchise. He encouraged them to believe in their
dreams and take pride in their
Seminole heritage. “When you
think about what you want to
do in your life, take care of
yourselves, your family and
each other,” Cox said. “You
are unconquered, so you act
like, walk like it, talk like it,
think like it and smell like it.
Find joy in your life and make
it work for you.”
Naji Tobias

Important information about the
$3.4 billion Indian Trust Settlement
For current or former IIM account holders,
Owners of land held in trust or restricted status, or their heirs
There is a proposed Settlement in Cobell v. Salazar, a class action lawsuit about
individual Indian land held in trust by the federal government. This notice is just
a summary. For details, call the toll-free number or visit the website listed below.
The lawsuit claims that the federal government violated its duties by (a) mismanaging
trust funds/assets, (b) improperly accounting for those funds, and (c) mismanaging
trust land/assets. The trust funds include money collected from farming and grazing
leases, timber sales, mining, and oil and gas production from land owned by American
Indians/Alaska Natives.
If you are included in the Settlement, your rights will be affected. To object to the
Settlement, to comment on it, or to exclude yourself, you should get a detailed notice
at www.IndianTrust.com or by calling 1-800-961-6109.
Can I get money?
There are two groups or “Classes” in the Settlement eligible for payment. Each Class
includes individual IIM account holders or owners of land held in trust or restricted
status who were alive on September 30, 2009.

What does the Settlement provide?
s A $1.5 billion fund to pay those included in the Classes.
s A $1.9 billion fund to buy small interests in trust or restricted land owned by many
people.
s Up to $60 million to fund scholarships to improve access to higher education for
Indian youth.
s A government commitment to reform the Indian trust management and accounting
system.
How much can I get?
s Historical Accounting Class Members will each get $1,000.
s Trust Administration Class Members will get at least $500.
s If you own a small parcel of land with many other people, the federal government
may ask you to sell it. You will be offered fair market value. If you sell your land
it will be returned to tribal control.
If you believe you are a member of either Class and are not receiving IIM account
statements, you will need to call the toll-free number or visit the website to register.

Historical Accounting Class Members
s Had an open individual Indian Money account (“IIM”) anytime between October 25,
1994 and September 30, 2009, and
s The account had at least one cash transaction.

What are my other rights?
s If you wish to keep your right to sue the federal government about the claims in
this Settlement, you must exclude yourself by April 20, 2011.

s Includes estates of account holders who died as of September 30, 2009, if the IIM
account was still open on that date.

s If you stay in the Settlement you can object to or comment on it by April 20, 2011.
The detailed notice explains how to exclude yourself or object/comment.

Trust Administration Class Members
s Had an IIM account recorded in currently available data in federal government
systems any time from approximately 1985 to September 30, 2009, or
s Owned trust land or land in restricted status as of September 30, 2009.
s Includes estates of landowners who died as of September 30, 2009 where the trust
interests were in probate as of that date. This means you have asked a court to
transfer ownership of the deceased landowner’s property.
An individual may be included in one or both Classes.

For more Information:

The U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia will hold a hearing on June 20,
2011, to consider whether to approve the Settlement. It will also consider a request
for attorneys’ fees, costs, and expenses in the amount of $99.9 million. However,
Class Counsel has fee agreements that would pay them 14.75% of the funds created
for the Classes, which could result in an award of $223 million. The Court may
award more or less than these amounts based on controlling law. If approved, these
payments and related costs will come out of the Settlement funds available for
payment to Class Members.
If you wish, you or your own lawyer may ask to appear and speak at the hearing at
your own cost. For more information, call or go to the website shown below or write
to Indian Trust Settlement, P.O. Box 9577, Dublin, OH 43017-4877.

1-800-961-6109

www.IndianTrust.com
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IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE,

YOU’RE GETTING WARMER

5-NIGHT WESTERN CARIBBEAN CRUISE
Liberty of the Seas® sailing November 26, 2011 from Fort Lauderdale, Florida
DAY

PORT

ARRIVE

+2ċƫĂć
Nov. 27
Nov. 28
Nov. 29
Nov. 30
Dec. 1

Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Cruising
Belize City, Belize
Cozumel, Mexico
Cruising
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

9:00 AM
8:00 AM

DEPART
4:30 PM
ćčĀĀƫ
ćčĀĀƫ

7:00 AM

Prices starting from:

$449*†

†ROYAL CARIBBEAN INTERNATIONAL® RESERVES THE RIGHT TO IMPOSE A FUEL SUPPLEMENT ON ALL GUESTS IF THE PRICE OF WEST TEXAS INTERMEDIATE FUEL EXCEEDS
$65.00 PER BARREL. THE FUEL SUPPLEMENT FOR 1ST AND 2ND GUESTS WOULD BE NO MORE THAN $10 PER GUEST PER DAY, TO A MAXIMUM OF $140 PER CRUISE; AND FOR
ADDITIONAL GUESTS WOULD BE NO MORE THAN $5 PER PERSON PER DAY, TO A MAXIMUM OF $70 PER CRUISE.



.COM
PREFERRED ULTIMATE TRAVEL AND ENTERTAINMENT
The 3UHIHUUHG Ticket Broker Of The Seminole and Miccosukee Tribe Since 1985

UPCOMING LOCAL EVENTS
Lil Wayne
Ricky Martin
Lady Gaga
Robert Plant
Iron Maiden
Chicago
Tom Jones
Jimmy Buffet
Usher/Akon
Tim McGraw
Kylie Monogue
Bruno Mars
Taylor Swift
Wisin y Yandel
Katy Perry
Def Leppard
U2
WWE Monday Night Raw
Wrestlemania

ONE CALL DOES IT ALL!
CONCERTS
SPORTS
THEATRE
CRUISES
AIRLINES
HOTELS
CAR RENTALS
LIMOS
TRAVEL PACKAGES

Enjoy these amazing onboard experiences:

EVENTS

305.443.3000
TRAVEL

305.445.6566
VISIT US 24/7 ON THE WEB
WWW.VIPTICKETPLACE.COM
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JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!

FOR RESERVATIONS OR INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL AGENT:

Native American Travel
6300 Stirling Road
Hollywood, FL 33024
Ofﬁce: 954-967-3614 Ext: 11097

*HWWKHODWHVWHYHQWXSGDWHV

9LSWLFNHWSODFHFRP

*Pricing set forth is the sole responsiblity of the travel agent. Prices are per person, cruise
only, based on double occupancy and in U.S. dollars. All itineraries and prices are subject to
change without notice. Certain restrictions apply. Government taxes and fees are additional.
įĂĀāāƫ+5(ƫ.%!*ƫ.1%/!/ƫ 0 ċƫ$%,/Ěƫ.!#%/0.5čƫ$!ƫ$)/ċƫāāĀĂĂĆĈāƫđƫĂĥāćĥĂĀāā
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Naples
Community
members joined the
Friends of the Collier
Seminole State Park
and marched in the
Naples St. Patrick’s
Day Parade March 12
to create public awareness of the park’s significance to the region.
Collier Seminole State
Park is dedicated to the
memory of the Seminole ancestors that
originally inhabited the
Everglades of South
Florida and entrepreneur Barron Collier Sr.,
who was instrumental
in the completion of the
Tamiami Trail.
Judy Weeks
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Judy Weeks

Judy Weeks

Decked out in a wee bit of the green, Naples Seminole Community members Dominic Osceola-Lugo is disguised as a
combined their monthly health walk with support for the Collier Seminole little Irish leprechaun.
State Park.
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BY NAJI TOBIAS
Staff Reporter

BIG CYPRESS – “Self-discipline is a key to
obtaining weight loss,” said Big Cypress Tribal citizen Tara Robbins.
It’s a topic that has been addressed extensively
throughout the eight-week long Seminole Pathways
II Weight Loss Challenge, which convened from Jan.
26 to March 16.
B% / ,  ;  le on March 16, Robbins, an active participant in the
Seminole Pathways II-sponsored initiative, said she
recently noticed a change in her eating and exercise
habits since the health program began.
A visibly ecstatic Robbins went into detail on
how the weight-loss initiative has played a role in
her new outlook on living a healthy lifestyle.
“It has taught me to make better health choices
and to eat better,” Robbins said. “We were told not to
set a real big goal but just do it in little increments. It
helps a lot because you don’t see this gigantic mountain you’re trying to climb. It’s just about taking the
little steps and I was comfortable with that.”
In the Weight Loss Challenge, Tribal citizens
who chose to participate were encouraged to lose as
much as 10 pounds in the eight-week period. Robbins exceeded the suggested goal, losing a total of 11
pounds in the aforementioned time frame.
In addition, Robbins said her blood pressure decreased as a result of the program.
“Exercising and eating right is a big thing for
me right now,” Robbins said. “My parents, Mary and
Bernard Robbins, have had high blood pressure and
they are on medication for that now. So, with that in
mind, I really started to pay attention to my body.
Now, I’ve seen results of my blood pressure since
the program started. It feels real good to have accomplished that.”
Robbins said she now walks on a regular basis
and has added jogging to her daily exercise regi-

men. In addition, Robbins regularly works out on a
treadmill at a rate of two miles per day, four days per
week.
“I’ve gotten comfortable with walking, so now
my body feels like moving on to the next step,” Robbins said. “With a combination of the exercise I’m
doing now and watching what I eat, I’m feeling more
        $ D &   
going up because of this.”
Robbins said that prior to joining the program,
%+ %    ach. But now, with the help of the Seminole Wellness team and the eight weekly health lessons she’s
received, Robbins makes sure to eat plenty of vegetables before consuming anything else.
The Big Cypress Tribal citizen said she’s cut
down considerably on salt intake and eats primarily
lean meat in her efforts to maintain her newfound
healthy lifestyle.
“I had to learn how to eat all over again,” Robbins said of the change. “It was like a food addiction
to me.”
Robbins weighed in on the Seminole Wellness
team’s impact on her change of eating and exercising
habits.
“They’ve been a big help to all of us,” Robbins
said of the Weight Loss Challenge, which also included fellow Big Cypress Tribal citizens Katherine
Billie and Wanda Billie. “They think of all possibilities to help us keep going. They have even given us
some cooking recipes on how to eat the right way.
It’s really been a wonderful experience because of
their support.”
Robbins revealed what her biggest reward was
as a result of joining the program.
“My daughter [Mariah Smith, 10] hugged me one
day and said, ‘I can touch you with my hands together right now,’” Robbins said. “That was pretty awesome. I feel ready to face everyday not feeling lazy or
tired.”
See photos on page 9B

Rachel Buxton

The Seminole Tribe earned the award for having the most participants March 12, as Tribal citizens and employees took part in the annual March of Dimes March for Babies. The Seminole Tribe team had 67 participants with 45
Tribal citizens and 22 employees.

54;#$22&0$&5 $?# 

Rachel Buxton
Rachel Buxton
Kai Setty, left, of Brighton Recreation, runs with Tribal citizen
Mable Tichenor. The walk consisted of 3.1 miles with spirit sta- The Seminole Tribe Health Department’s own Connie Whidden, left,
tions set up along the way offering goodies to raise awareness for and Edna McDuffie walk along Highway 441.
the March of Dimes.

Rachel Buxton

Patty Entry participates with her daughter Patricia Entry in the March of Dimes March for
Babies, March 12 in Okeechobee. Daughter Patricia was born eight weeks early. The walk
raises money to support programs that help moms have healthy, full-term pregnancies,
and to fund research. Entry walks with her mom Laurie Snow and niece McKayla Snow.
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From left, Mary Lou Alvarado,
Susan Davis and Armondo
Nunez show off the gift baskets that they received as a
portion of the winners in the
Immokalee Pathways 28-Day
Challenge. “Dedicating themselves to a healthier lifestyle
through diet and exercise
made winners of all the participants,” said Health and
Nutrition Specialist Charlotte
Porcaro. “With the contest behind them, the real challenge
will now begin as they strive
to continue the healthy habits
they have attained.”
Judy Weeks
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treatment. Once this relationship is established, the aftercare counselor will continue to follow the individual
after they are discharged from the residential program.
The term “aftercare” is a healthcare term that
The goal is for the recovering person to learn how to
generally refers to the follow-up that is required when
effectively turn to others for assistance, rather than turna patient completes some kind of treatment. When it
ing to drugs or alcohol during times of discomfort or
comes to addiction, aftercare is thought by many to be
stress. Over time, the hope is that the recovering person
the most important part of treatment. The reason for this accumulates a recovery support network of friends,
is the nature of addiction itself, where relapse is often
family, and fellow participants in a 12-step program
part of the recovery process, and the focus of aftercare
such as Alcoholics Anonymous or Narcotics Anonyis relapse prevention.
mous.
In 2006, Helene Buster, registered nurse and director
It was Buster’s practical and professional knowlof the Seminole Tribe of Florida Family Services Deedge of aftercare that fueled the vision for the Family
partment, sought to create an aftercare program within
Services Department’s Aftercare Program, which now
Family Services. Prior to that time, Family Services
employs three counselors and one administrator. Buster
 .+% said, “We needed a professional bridge to bring our cliclients into treatment centers, but far less effective in
ents into the recovering community, so that they could
the department’s ability to provide follow-up and after- learn to socialize and interact in a sober way. Now,
care to its addicted clients.
some of those clients have been sober for a while, and
Buster, a known recovering Tribal citizen and recovery are mentoring and sponsoring other clients that are new
activist said, “When I was getting sober, there was a
to the program.”
counselor from the facility who would come out to the
In order for an aftercare plan to be successful, it
reservation to have aftercare meetings. Sometimes it
should be comprehensive, and it should address the
would be just he and I. His support helped me, and the
major aspects of the individual’s life, including the someetings kept me accountable. That’s a big part of how cial, emotional, vocational and spiritual. Usually, those
I got through my early sobriety.”
who are successful in staying sober will make changes
With addiction recovery, effective aftercare proin many areas of their life. The goal of the Family
grams usually include a strong emphasis on support. In Services aftercare counselor is to provide guidance and
most cases, the Family Services aftercare counselor will support to the individual while these changes are taking
be introduced to the client while that individual is in
place.
BY ERIC BRICKER
Family Services Department

For the second year
in a row the Education Department
took first place in
the National Native
HIV/AIDS Awareness
Day door decorating contest March
16 sponsored by the
Brighton Seminole
Health Department
March 20 is National
Native
Awareness
HIV/AIDS Awareness
Day helping to raise
awareness to a disease that continues
to increase among
Native people. American Indians along
with Alaskan Natives have the third
highest rate of AIDS
diagnosis in the U.S.,
despite having the
smallest population.
Rachel Buxton

Rachel Buxton

Rachel Buxton

Rachel Buxton

Third place goes to Brighton Council Brighton Health Department is awarded
Brighton Family Services takes home fourth
Office for its door decorating.
second place.
place in the contest.
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important individual is the new comer. That message is repeated over and over
again throughout the convention as those in recovery believe that the only way
for them to hold onto their sobriety is to share it with someone else in need.
On Saturday, participants had an opportunity to attend a sweat lodge.
This is always a popular activity, and one way to diversify the healing activities
that take place at the convention. Those who opted not to join in the sweat, attended a talking circle, which was facilitated by a recovering Tribal citizen. On
Saturday evening, the meetings concluded with a sobriety countdown, during
which conference participants totaled up their lengths of sobriety from drugs
and alcohol. The number totaled well over one thousand years of sobriety, sending a powerful message of unity to all of those in attendance that “we can accomplish together what we could not accomplish alone.”
We would like to offer our extend our most sincere thanks to all of those
who supported the self-funded event with their gracious donations. Among
those are included:
GERALDINE OSCEOLA - BRIAN TOMMIE - THE AH-TAH –THI-KI
MUSEUM GIFT SHOP - ELIZABETH OLEA - JUANITA MARTINEZ - SONIA PEREZ - NANCY MOTLOW -ASHLEY FAZ - GAYLE GREER - THE
IMMOKALEE SENIOR CENTER - RUTH OSCEOLA - LINDA FRANK JOHNNY BOONE - RUBY OSCEOLA - COUNCILMAN MONDO TIGER
- AMY YZAGUIRRE - CRIS MARRERO - LUIS YEGUEZ - LOUISE MOTLOW – THE MARCO ISLAND HILTON – THE SEMINOLE HARD ROCK
HOTEL

BY SEMINOLES IN RECOVERY

Submitted photo

Raynaldo Yzaguirre Jr. and Charlie Tiger enjoy some recreation playing
horseshoes between meetings.

On March 3, Seminoles in Recovery hosted its third annual National Recovery Convention at the John Boy Auditorium in Clewiston. Recovering Tribal citizens and other recovering individuals came from as far away as Canada,
Oklahoma and Washington State to attend this annual event that has doubled
in size since its inaugural year in 2008. The four day convention consisted of
various 12-step fellowship meetings and testimonials as those in attendance
celebrated their sobriety, and bolstered their recovery through the messages
of hope from the conference speakers. Five of the 10 speakers were Seminole
Tribal citizens, each of whom had over a year of sobriety. Their message sets a
powerful example that recovery and sobriety is possible for anyone willing to
make an effort.
The convention was organized by the Seminoles in Recovery group,
which is a contingent of recovering Tribal citizens who routinely organize reservation recovery activities and 12-step meetings. However, the event is open
to all recovering people who wish to share in the fellowship of sobriety. Meals
are included in the cost of registration and cooked on the premises. Dining is
communal, which increases the sense of fellowship among those that attend.
On the second evening of the convention, all were invited to attend or participate in the jam session, where conference participants had a chance to strum
and sing together. They covered old hits from Hank Williams, Elvis Presley and
the Grateful Dead. Some attendees shared original tunes as well, making it that
much more personal.
Thank you all! We can’t wait to do it again next year! For information
Each activity was an opportunity for fellowship, and every effort was
made to make all feel welcome. As with all 12-step recovery activities, the most about the recovery convention or other Seminoles in Recovery events, please
log onto seminolesinrecovery.com or look for us on Facebook.
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Photo above, Ahfachkee’s
H.O.P.E. (Health Opportunities in Physical Education)
class takes a visit to the Big
Cypress Preschool’s Get Fit
Day. The kids get down on
their coasters in a stomach
race, a drill that works on
the children’s legs, biceps
and improves coordination
skills.
Left photo, Seminole Fitness Trainer and Big Cypress
Tribal citizen Cathy Cypress
pushes Shylah Walker, 2, on
a coaster.

Naji Tobias
Naji Tobias

From left, 3-year-olds Louie Billie, Jonah Cypress and Emma Dicarlo take a
walk through the fitness circuit’s maze.

Rylin Osceola, 3, goes through a tunnel maze on the Seminole Fitness department’s circuit course at the Big Cypress Reservation’s Get Fit Day on
Feb. 18.

Naji Tobias
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Naji Tobias

Naji Tobias

Allied Health Educator Jillian Guralski, left, takes a blood pressure reading of Big Cypress Tribal citizen and SemiNaji Tobias
nole Pathways weight loss challenge participant Tara Robbins, right. It was revealed at the March 16 health lesson
that her blood pressure went down throughout the eight-week initiative. “No one’s going to keep track of you to Big Cypress Tribal citizen Katherine Billie helps her two sons, Avery
and Andrew Bowers Jr., pick out some fruits for a healthy lunch.
better your health,” Robbins said. “It’s all up to you; you have to have a mindset of maintaining your weight.”
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Therapy contact information was added (see inside cover of Book)
 =%  +   D  
Alcoholism, Drug Abuse, and other Behavioral
A new Health Plan card and Health Plan Health Treatment (page 10 )
book were mailed to you in January 2011. If you
 J" (  #J  did not receive this mailing please contact the Pa- ical, Speech, and Occupational Therapy (page
tient Services Coordinator at one of the Seminole 10)
clinics so that a new card and book can be given
  "  2#
to you. It is very important that you show your
  .   J   Dnew card to medical and dental providers and to cation (page 11)
the pharmacy beginning February 1, 2011.
 B  =      " 
On February 1, 2011 we began using a new 14)
company to manage your prescription drug benePlease review the book and keep it on hand.
@    $P% 
J   J=%
the Express Scripts logo along with other infor+3%  %%  &>))&
             505-6789.
your prescriptions. It is important that you show
If you did not receive your new Health Plan
your new Health Plan card at the pharmacy when card and book in the mail, please call the Patient
    !%  Services Coordinator at one of the Seminole
2011. If you do not show your new card at the Clinics:
pharmacy, the pharmacy will not be able to proBig Cypress Health Clinic: 863-983-5151
cess your prescription.
Hollywood Health Clinic: 954-962-2009
In addition, beginning January 1, 2011, there
Brighton Health Clinic: 863-763-0271
were changes to your Health Plan book. Some of
Immokalee Health Clinic: 239-867-3400
the changes to read over include:
 !=¯> 4&)(2&(>)2
  ;    B   O
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SEMINOLE TRIBE OF FLORIDA
SELF-FUNDED
SUPPLEMENTAL HEALTH PLAN

BY CONNIE WHIDDEN
Health Director


ID: 12345678900


Group: 001

CARD, SAMPLE
Member services: 1-866-505-6789
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From left, Big Cypress Tribal participants Tara Robbins, Katherine Billie, Avery Bowers, Andrew Bowers Jr. and Wanda Billie.
The Seminole Pathways weight loss challenge’s parting gift for
completion of the eight-week initiative - a wrapped healthy food
bag featuring cooking utensils, fruits and vegetables – went to
Big Cypress Tribal citizens Tara Robbins and Katherine Billie as
the two were at class each of the eight weeks, which began on
Jan. 26 and ended on March 16.
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It’s that time again. 2011 Seminole Indian 4-H Show and Sale.
You’re invited to come watch all the 4-H members compete for the
biggest prize of the show, which is Grand Champion &
Showmanship. The show night is the exciting night of all, when the
children have to compete against each other with showmanship.
We have three categories for showmanship: junior, intermediate
and senior. So, don’t miss the competition. The 4-H members and
leaders have worked really hard this year on learning the different
parts of their animals and how much feed it takes to make their
project animal make weight to be eligible to show. The leaders
have been doing showmanship & grooming clinics. So, please
take the time to come watch these 4-H members take pride in
showing off their 4-H project animals.

SEMINOLE INDIAN 4-H LIVESTOCK SHOW AND SALE
SHOW: THURSDAY, MARCH 31, 2011 AT 6 P.M.
BUYERS DINNER: FRIDAY, APRIL 1, 2011
FROM 5 TO 6:45 P.M.
SALE: FRIDAY, APRIL 1, 2011, AT 7 P.M.
140-S
STOF 03/16/
3/16/11
11
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BIRTHDAY WISHES

CONGRATULATIONS
!%(> (2

Attn:

Seminole Tribe of Florida

I want to wish a
Happy Birthday to
two wonderful amazing little ladies in our
lives. Alyss Cypress
(6) & Mae'Anna
Osceola (7). We love
you both so much.
From
the Panther Clan
Camp.

%E¯BI  NAO% D
Re:
Alice Blount Academy of Georgia Announces (Honor Roll & Student of
the Month)
Letter to the Tribe…..
D  BI  $8  ' 8  H  
Florida. I am the son of Charles and Regina Cypress. I have three sisters and
  $8 %  K MH%
Academy of Science & Agriculture. I have been attending the academy for two
 $B%  8 +       
skills. I have lost a lot of family members and friends due to drug usage; however
   $+ % 8 % 8
cried when my mother said I was going to leave home. I came to the realization
that she was right. I feel that others students like me who have experienced or
 @  %  E%     
   . 8 .$
8 +    3%% %    
 $8%.+        ¦$$M   %  % ;%      
  $M %  %%     
always with you.

Dillon J. Cypress

IN MEMORIAM
In Loving Memory of my Momma!
It’s been two long years since you’ve been gone. But not a
day goes by that I don’t sit back and reminisce about all the
laughter we shared with each other.
8.;    8E% %  
hell they call prison. I’ve accepted the fact that you’re
gone physically but in spirit you’re in my heart every day. I
.%; %  ;  D ma. You showed me so much love but I took it for granted;
now I’m paying the price every day because I can’t see you
and tell you I love you! I will always keep you in my heart!

Happy Birthday to my sister Samantha Osceola Hisler on March 23rd and to my
mom Barbara Osceola Butera ' $  %    
Happy Birthday and I love you very much! XOXO Ciara Billie Guerue
Happy Birthday Egoosh and grandma!
,+ DM%%

Faith C. Osceola
Sunrise: 12-28-1955
Sunset: 3-28-2009
R.I.P.
=+ 
P% 
Ryan Osceola

Ryan Watson

Tribal members Justin Motlow, left, and Andrew Henry, right, pose for a photo at
Tampa Catholic’s JV football year end banquet with the head coach Feb. 20. The
team finished with a record of six wins and one loss.

BIRTHDAY WISHES

POEMS
The Idea of Survival
By Stephen Billie
To survive is to carry on and carry through adaptation
To persevere and persist through the darkness and depths of
the abyss.
%F %   % 
excruciations.
+  %   % +$
     + % E% 3%tion.
To the puzzle of survival and salvation.

Tampa Senior
Bobby Henry
cuts his birthday cake at
his birthday
celebration at
the Lakeland
Property February 26.

      +$
%++         % 
creator’s doubtless determination.
%++    %  % 
through life’s procreation.
Just sounds like another day on the reservation.

Ryan Watson

CLASSIFIED

Get Out of
Jail Fast! Call
Myrna Loy (954)
583-9119. Tribal
dividends,
MasterCard and Visa
accepted. 24 hours
t 4QFFEZ 3FMFBTF t
1SPGFTTJPOBM 4FSvice. 1128 NW 31st
Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33311

Ryan Watson

Nancy Frank celebrates her 61st birthday at the Tampa Elder Affairs Office on March 1st.
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CLASSIFIED
HOLLYWOOD RESERVATION REPRESENTATIVE (1)

PRISCILLA D. SAYEN
Office of the Secretary

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
PRESIDENT (1)

March 22, 2011
RE: ELECTION ANNOUNCEMENT FOR IMMEDIATE
PUBLICATION

BIG CYPRESS RESERVATION REPRESENTATIVE (1)
Dear Parents and Families,

BRIGHTON RESERVATION REPRESENTATIVE (1)
Attn: Legal/Classified:

You are invited to our Scholastic Book Fair, a reading event packed with excitement for
students and families.

HOLLYWOOD RESERVATION REPRESENTATIVE (1)
The Seminole Tribe of Florida and the Seminole Tribe of
Florida, Inc., is announcing their General Election for the
position of Tribal Council Chairman at Large and Board of
Directors President at Large along with the Reservation
Representative for the Big Cypress, Brighton and Hollywood
Reservations. By our Tribal Constitution and Corporate
Charter we are publicly announcing our Seminole Tribe of
Florida and Seminole Tribe of Florida, Inc. General Election
to be held on Monday, May 9, 2011.
NOTICE SEMINOLE TRIBAL GENERAL ELECTION MAY 9,
2011

Our theme – Book Fair Carnival – will make reading as entertaining as a carnival
midway. The entire community will delight in an exciting atmosphere of great books
and fun. Readers of all ages will walk away from the Book Fair with the grandest prize
of all: new books to inspire a lifelong love of reading!

Enrolled members of the Seminole Tribe of Florida who
have reached their 18th
birthday on or before April 9, 2011, and who have lived on
any combination of the reservations ten (10) month out of
each year for the past four years, are eligible to vote for the
positions mentioned above.

Strong reading skills are essential to a child’s success in school and life. Our Book Fair
encourages this success by offering students access to great books at affordable
prices. Children are more likely to read books they personally choose. The wide variety
of choices offered at our Book Fair ensures that there will be something for everyone,
including adults!

The representatives for Tribal Council and Board of Directors are voted for by residents of their respective reservations.

Please join us to make this Book Fair the BEST our library has ever seen. I look
forward to seeing you at the Fair!

All eligible voters may vote for at-Large candidates.
For the Chairman of Tribal Council at Large and the President at Large of the Board of Directors and Tribal Council
Representatives and Board of Directors Representatives for
the Big Cypress, Brighton and Hollywood Reservations in
accordance with the Amended Constitution and Bylaws of
the Seminole Tribe of Florida, and the Amended Corporate
Charter of the Seminole Tribe of Florida, Inc., a General
Election is called for the following offices, on Monday, May
9, 2011

Fair Dates: Monday, April 4th- Friday, April 8th
Shopping Times: 9 AM- 4 PM
Location: Hollywood Headquarters Auditorium Lobby

Eligible members who wish to become candidates may
obtain a petition form from one of the Tribal Offices at
Brighton, Big Cypress, and Hollywood reservations, beginning March 31, 2011 or can obtain information from the
Secretary of the Tribal Council and Board of Directors. The
completed petitions from candidates must be in the hands
of the Secretary no later than 5:00 p.m. on or before April
11, 2011 so that the announcement of candidates can be
announced April 13, 2011.

Sincerely,

Elita Kalma
Library Program Manager









Tribal Election Announcement Publication
ALL ELIGIBLE TRIBAL MEMBERS ARE URGED TO VOTE!
SEMINOLE TRIBE OF FLORIDA
SEMIOLE TRIBE OF FLORIDA, INC.

PRISCILLA D. SAYEN
SECRETARY

TRIBAL COUNCIL:
You may send the bill to the above address for payment,
along with an affidavit of publications. If you have any
questions please do not hesitate to call me.

CHAIRMAN (1)

BRIGHTON RESERVATION REPRESENTATIVE (1)






BIG CYPRESS RESERVATION REPRESENTATIVE (1)








Attention: Priscilla Sayen,
Secretary’s Office.

    

Attention 10th12th graders

S A T TESTING
TESTING DATE : MAY 7, 2011
Regular Registration Deadline: April 8, 2011
Late Registration Deadline: April 22, 2011

Ahfachkee will be administering the SAT TESTING on

May 7th the 1st Floor Learning Resources Center.
We can help you register for the test on-line.
Please contact Gina Walters@ the Ahfachkee: 863-228-1059
or the Big Cypress Education Department : 863-902-3200

REMEMBER:
The SAT is designed to assess your academic readiness for college.



BE THE WALL –WISDOM
FROM SOME TRIBAL PARENTS WHO CARE
QUESTION: WHAT CAN PARENTS DO TO PREVENT UNDERAGE DRINKING ?





“ Talk with your kids. Always keep
communication open and going”
6KHLOD%LOOLH

“Get involved….spend time 
with your children”
-RH)UDQN

“Have a foundation of trust with
       
6DP7RPPLH

³Share

our experiences….it makes
        
time & effort to educate”
9LUJLQLD*DUFLD6DQGHUV

³OLVWHQDVPXFKDV\RXWDON««,NHHSDFRQQHFWLRQZLWKP\NLGV
ZHGRHYHU\WKLQJWRJHWKHU,GRQ¶WOHWWKHPVSHQGWLPHZLWKWKHZURQJSHRSOH´«WULEDOSDUHQWV


The Big Cypress Team sponsors
teens and underage drinking.

and encourages parents to “BE THE WALL” between
(QTKPHQTOCVKQP%QPVCEVHTGFOWNNKPU"UGOVTKDGEQO
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BY RACHEL BUXTON
Staff Reporter

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. — The gymnastics team Seminole Pride showed off their hard
work and competed in the annual Gasparilla Classic March 27 at Tropicana Field against teams
from all over Florida.
Seminole Pride is comprised of six talented gymnasts: Charlie Osceola, Harmony Cypress,
Tawni Cypress, Valholly Frank, Alyssa Osceola and Trinity Williams.
 %    .  +%     
F%$     ;    M    ;
sixth meet as a team.
“I love this meet, the competition setting is amazing,” team coach Gina Allardyce said. “You
can just feel the energy. I know our girls were nervous but they did very well.”
Tawni Cypress nailed the vault scoring a 9.5. Valholly Frank impressed the judges with her
F%  ¥$2%    $
Seminole Pride was started just two years ago and they have come so far, Allardyce said.
The girls train in Big Cypress three days a week after school.
“It takes a lot of dedication and perseverance,” said Allardyce, also a member of the Seminole Fitness Department.
She also commended the parents, saying they are just as dedicated as the kids are. At Gasparilla Classic, they sat in the stands and along the railings cheering their daughters on while
snapping pictures.
58    ;   %  %  .   <lardyce said.
Medals and trophies were given out for each individual event, overall ranking and team
standing.
     +        % 
and experienced teams.
58;   %   . < $

Photo above, Alyssa Osceola maintains focus on the floor during the annual
Gasparilla Classic March 27 at Tropicana Fields in St. Petersburg.
Left photo, Tawni Cypress proudly salutes, showing off her three medals for the
vault, floor and all-around.

SEE MORE PHOTOS ON PAGE C7

Rachel Buxton
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BY NAJI TOBIAS
Staff Reporter

Chris C. Jenkins

Former University of Kentucky All-American and National Basketball Association All-Star Jamal Mashburn autographs one of his custom college
jerseys from his University of Kentucky playing days at the Hollywood Tribal Chief Operations Office Feb. 11. The jersey was presented Feb. 24 at
the Big Cypress Ahfachkee School basketball awards banquet where Mashburn was the keynote speaker.

54'(2$$$' 
 &[5Z
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Determination, focus and readiness.
The above traits may best describe the character of Deforest Carter, a Tribal citizen
who hails from the Big Cypress Reservation.
B   .  ;   +
  E%      $8;      '&&+sioned not only in his mind, but quite possibly his heart, body and soul as well.
    ;  % %    % 
the Big Cypress Reservation to his time at national high school basketball powerhouse
D+ D+   (2 %  =$
And it has earned the honor roll student – now a senior and starting two-guard at
Montverde – a college scholarship.
Carter’s early days on the reservation
,H   % $   .
E%       H  A; ¥GP% H ketball of America team.
;    &H  A 
special leadership quality about him early on.
5+.% B %   + . <A
said. “Most kids out in Big Cypress liked to ride four-wheelers, but Deforest put a lot of
his time into the court. Kids loved to play with him because he stayed positive.”
Redd also took notice of how Carter overcame his on-court vision problem while in
Big Cypress. To correct that, Carter began wearing goggles on the court – something that
players from other teams initially made fun of him for.
5    B   + .  <A $5/;
%       $ ;   %   
glasses.”
Carter, who now wears contact lenses, acknowledged that past issue as he boldly
addressed how it inspired him to display a noticeable work ethic on the court.
“People would laugh at me, but I would go out there and bully my opponents,”
 $5  . %;  8  * (2   
   $? 8; +%  $<
Please see CARTER on page C2
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Chris C. Jenkins

Naji Tobias

Family members of the late John Billie Sr., who was born on Feb. 5, 1939 and passed away on March 24, 2006 at age 67,
share a group moment with Tribal Board President Richard Bowers Jr. and Big Cypress Tribal Board Rep. Paul Bowers Sr.
in remembrance of the honoree.

SEE MORE PHOTOS ON PAGE C5

Chris C. Jenkins

American Heritage sprinter Neko Osceola, left, races toward a first Competitors Mariah Bowers, left, and Carson Knaby
place photo finish against Home Schools’ Darien Ruiz, right, in heat are all smiles in a show of sportsmanship between
one of the boys’ 100-meter dash. Osceola joined three other Tribal races.
youth for competition in the American Heritage Quad Track and Field
Meet featuring six other schools in a variety of field and race events
held at the American Heritage School Feb. 17.
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BY NAJI TOBIAS
Staff Reporter
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First-ever Lady Warriors softball game in LaBelle
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Lady Warriors travel to Glades Day in matchup with Gators
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AHFACHKEE LADY WARRIORS
SOFTBALL TEAM ROSTER
Chelsey Alvarado
Sabre Billie
Caitlin Cypress
Dasani Cypress
Taylor Fulton
Nauthkee Henry

Mika Lopez
Sarah Osceola
Rheannon Robbins
Savannah Tiger
Danni Jae Tommie
Head Coach - John Gallegos
Assistant Coach - Celesta Osceola

Naji Tobias

Naji Tobias

Naji Tobias

Players and coaches of the Ahfachkee Lady Warriors softball team enjoy a mement together after
their hard-fought game against the Glades Day (Belle Glade) Gators on March 4.

Ahfachkee Lady Warriors second baseman Savannah Tiger (4-4
batting, 2 RBI singles) hustles her way in for a run in the top of the
sixth inning against Glades Day on March 4.

Ahfachkee’s Mika Lopez connects on a hit single against LaBelle in her team’s
first-ever FHSAA-sanctioned game on March 1.

CARTER
From page C1
After getting past that problem, Carter’s main focus from there on was
.   +  +$H%     
basketball skills on the court with his Big Cypress travel teams.
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younger Tribal peers.
  +           
marks in Seminole Tribal sports history.
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past year.
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Carter’s move from Big Cypress to Montverde Academy
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into the player I
$ 
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was to move off
the reservation. It
was tough, but I
believe my mom
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for me.”
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very well for him,
so much so that
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becoming
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move.
“Deforest
    
Naji Tobias
    
Deforest Carter goes up for a slam dunk during a warm-up   .   
drill session at practice on Jan. 21.
may want to go
through that pro&
 <A $5D+  &  .   %
.   +   N  N %
E$8;    %    
the best from all over.”
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Carter’s time as
a Montverde Acade- &A   @    D+; 
my Eagles basketball  N .        ; 
%  
 $
star
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Kevin Sutton,
  .  $ % %+   &
the longtime boys’
basketball coach at    .   $<
D D  ;       @     %
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emy, has been im&   & %      
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. 
the court throughout %    $P%;   + 
his time at the cam&   %%$<
Carter attributes much of his high school basketball success to Sut&
pus.
/             +  
   young man.
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something
special      ;   $8;   @ 
of my life.”
about Carter.
Carter’s gratefulness of how he achieved his early childhood dreams
“To have De&
     +     
       
Seminole I’ve ever through the game of basketball. Carter’s primary goals in life have stuck
Naji Tobias
     &        $
5B     %. 
Mary Tigertail, the grandmother of Deforest Carter,  <% $5
holds up a specially made photo of the Montverde Acad- brings so much to H  < $5         &
the table as far as his       $<
emy hoopster on the court.
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tion.
have more Seminoles in our program.”
“I think that now, maybe people from the Tribe can see there’s more to
      D+    
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“To see that my little brothers were watching me play, it lets them
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“Deforest has been a big contributor to our program, particularly over
     <% $5     .%   + N  .        
throughout his young life.
of the best not only in the state, but also in the country.”
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team’s captains.
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to be one of team’s top overall players.
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Carter’s plans to further his basketball career and education
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Naji Tobias
his goal, he now becomes a living trophy to me. Deforest is a feather in
Deforest Carter, left and his coach Kevin Sutton, right, share a bonding moment
  8; % %$<
together after the Jan. 21 basketball practice concludes at Montverde Academy.
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Naji Tobias

Family members, community members and friends of the late Tyler Cypress gather together for a special group moment in his honor during the 2nd Annual Tyler Cypress Memorial Fishing
Tournament on March 12.

'++)$5+4+
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Naji Tobias

The parent/child team of Jason Billie, left and stepson
Jonah Alvarado, 12, right, shows off their big bass at the
weight in. Their bass was weighted at 7.31 lbs. – good for
top honors in this year’s competition.

Naji Tobias

During the morning hours of the fishing tournament, the tandem of Elijah Marrero, 6, left and his grandfather, Frank Marrero, right,
is out and about as they’re searching for some big bass in the Big Cypress L-28 canal waters.

2ND ANNUAL
TYLER CYPRESS
MEMORIAL
FISHING
TOURNAMENT
RESULTS
Bass
1. Fred Phillips/
Cooper Rivers, 2.
Jason Billie/Jonah
Alvarado, 3. Frank
Marrero/Elijah
Marrero
Panfish
1. Brian Billie/
Elijiah Cook, 2.
Charlie Cypress/
Ryan Cypress/

Caitlin Cypress, 3.
Jason Billie/Jonah
Alvarado
Garfish
1.Jason Billie/
Jonah Alvarado, 2.
Charlie Cypress/
Ryan Cypress/
Caitlin Cypress
Biggest Bass
1. Jason Billie/
Jonah Alvarado
Biggest Panfish
1. Brian Billie/
Elijiah Cook
Biggest Garfish
1. Jason Billie/
Jonah Alvarado

Photo above, the team of Stevie Billie, 17 and Taylor
Pratt, 18, is proud of the big bass they caught in the Big
Cypress L-28 canal waters as they show off what they
accomplished.
Left photo, the team of Micah Stockton and his father,
Kassim Stockton, share a bonding together on their
fishing boat while they hunt for bass on the Big Cypress
L-28 Canal during the 2nd Annual Tyler Cypress Memorial
Naji Tobias
Fishing Tournament.
Here’s a look at a baby picture of Tyler Cypress, who
passed away last March at the age of 15 years old.
Naji Tobias
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Rachel Buxton

Brighton Council Rep. Andrew J. Bowers, left, and Pemayetv Emahakv principal Russell Brown do the honors of
throwing out the first balls at the Charter School’s Lady Seminoles’ inaugural season and softball game against
Glades Day, held on the Brighton Reservation Feb. 22.

Rachel Buxton

Rachel Buxton

Sydnee Cypress rounds third base, earning her the Darla Cypress winds up for a fast pitch against Glades
first homerun of the season.
Day.

Q'   
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The families of American Heritage Lady Patriots seniors and Hollywood Tribal citizens
Kristen Billie, No. 3,
and Whitney Osceola,
No. 24, share a group
moment after Heritage
defeated the St. Andrews Scots (Boca Raton), 46-32, in the Feb.
10 Class 3A regional
quarterfinals.

Fifth Annual John Billie Sr. Horseshoe Tournament Results
Lounger Ball
1. Joe Billie Jr., 2. Almira Billie, 3. Thomas W. Billie
Horseshoes
1. Janice Osceola, 2. Joe B. Osceola, 3. Tommie Billie

Naji Tobias
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BY NAJI TOBIAS
Staff Reporter

COCUNUT CREEK – Defense, fouls and freethrow shots.
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Naji Tobias

Naji Tobias

A snapshot of the late John Billie Sr. in his earlier days.

Big Cypress Tribal citizen Judy Jim makes fry
bread and other Seminole Traditional foods
under the Family Investment Center’s Culture
Camp Cooking Chickee for the Big Cypress seniors at the fifth annual John Billie Sr. Horseshoe Tournament on March 17.

Naji Tobias
Naji Tobias

Rudy Osceola aims for his target at the fifth annual John
Billie Sr. Horseshoe Tournament on March 17.
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Photo above, grandchildren of the late Jennie Chalfant, Jennifer and
Justin Chalfant throw out the first balls during their late
grandmother’s bowling memorial tournament March 12 held at Lucky
Lanes in Okeechobee. The tournament brought Tribal members from
different reservations together for a day of memory and fellowship.
Left photo, Elbert Snow, co-organizer of the tournament, sets up for
another strike.

Big Cypress elder Theresa Jumper represents
the women in the fifth annual John Billie Sr.
Horseshoe Tournament.
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Rachel Buxton

Freddy War Bonnet takes the lead with a 76-point ride during the two-night rodeo.

Rachel Buxton

Rachel Buxton
Rachel Buxton

Josh Sneed from Fort Pierce gets ready for a strike.

Kevin Tommie Sr. makes the trip from Fort
Pierce to participate. Tommie tries to repeat
his recent score of 300.

Rachel Buxton

Jacoby Johns comes out of the shoot during the bareback riding competition at the EIRA rodeo in
Brighton Feb. 11-12 held at the Fred Smith Rodeo Arena. Johns scored a 68-point ride.
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Featured
guest
speaker and retired NBA superstar Jamal Mashburn receives a
complimentary
gift of Ahfachkee
Warriors memorabilia from Ahfachkee student activities coordinator
Randall Cleckler,
right, at the Feb.
24
basketball
awards ceremony.
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BY NAJI TOBIAS
Staff Reporter
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Naji Tobias
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Naji Tobias

Cypress Tribal Council Rep.
Mondo Tiger shows off the newly-minted
Ahfachkee Warriors golf plaque at the
awards ceremony.

Charlie Osceola, left, who provided music for all of this past
season’s Ahfachkee Warriors home games and awards
ceremony, was awarded a special plaque of appreciation
from student activities coordinator Randall Cleckler at the
Ahfachkee Warriors basketball awards ceremony.

Naji Tobias

Teammates of Stevie Billie give a thunderous applause for his season accomplishments after the MVP
award was announced.
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The Ahfachkee Warriors girls and boys teams share a special moment with former NBA player and guest speaker Jamal Mashburn, who framed
and signed his authentic Kentucky Wildcats college basketball jersey as a gift to the Tribal athletic program.
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Chris C. Jenkins
 
 
%
.- Tribal standout guard/forward Ariah Osceola
 =   E%- makes her move down court on the fast break
versus Trinity Christian in second half action.
D 8 $

Chris C. Jenkins

The 17-and-under championship boys’ team Harlem Wildcats of Clewiston was led by head coaches
Eddie Red, far left, and Tim Thomas, third from right. The Wildcats won the title game 45-22 as part
of the champions crowned from two divisions held at the Hollywood Recreation Gym Feb. 19. The
winners received trophies.

Chris C. Jenkins

Lil Miccosukee B are the co-ed middle school champs.
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BY NAJI TOBIAS
Staff Reporter

DAVIE — The dream season of the University (Davie)
Lady Suns ended in dramatic fashion.
Favored to reach this year’s FHSAA Class 3A State Finals
Series, all University had to do was hold steady in their Class
3A Regional Finals matchup with North Broward Prep (Coconut
Creek) on Feb. 19.
The pumped-up crowd at University School witnessed a
very tight contest throughout, as the Lady Eagles eked out an
emotional 36-34 win – a game that neither team ever led by more
than three points.
“It’s a heartbreaker,” said Hollywood Tribal citizen Virginia Osceola, who is the mother of University senior point guard
Courtney Osceola. “I really thought [University] had the momentum going, but it just didn’t work out.”
G+ "(4&'+#   
 .%  +FE%  
2:04 left in the game, taking a 34-31 lead.
But the Lady Suns were completely shut down the rest of
the way, as North Broward Prep (18-8 record after the win over
G+ ¡ ¥&¥+# %  *&2%
en route to their big win. That all came from a combination of
%  ,%   utes and a key free-throw conversion.
Regardless of University’s loss, it will still go down as the
Lady Suns’ most successful season ever, as they reached the
 4       $
To reach that point, the Lady Suns blew past Ransom Ever "D # *4&44  !$ 2 43% D J"D # *0&00  !$
* 4   $
North Broward Prep, which advanced all the way to this
year’s Class 3A state championship game, broke a 34-all tie on a
game-winning layup from inside the paint with just 9.2 seconds
left.
Following an inbounds pass from University’s Courtney
Osceola (two points in this game), the Lady Suns simply were
denied a good look by Prep’s clamping defense for a chance at
a buzzer-beating 3-pointer – thus crushing University’s hopes at
   !!%,.$
“Once again, there are no words I can explain how I feel
about this win right now,” North Broward Prep head coach Greg
Walker said. “From our last game with University to this one,
we’re a night and day team. In this game, we were concerned
about Courtney Osceola because when her name comes up, I
think of her as a shooter. She’s a tough, tough player.”
In their regular season matchup on Nov. 17, 2010, University played on North Broward Prep’s home court and opened its
season up with a resounding 61-42 victory.
“Well, we beat them before, but they’re obviously a much
better team from the last time we saw them,” Joe Dan Osceola
said of North Broward Prep.
In a game that saw both teams go into halftime with an 1818 tie and University taking a 27-26 lead going into the fourth

Aimee Hoyt

Men’s team Big Cypress scores the championship trophy during the Howard Tiger Memorial
Tournament on March 5. The team finished on top in a best of series against team Hollywood in the
Seminole Recreation Gym.

Team Y.D.W.I.
takes home
the championship trophy
in the women’s bracket
w i n n i n g
against team
Southern
Smoke.
Aimee Hoyt
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University team let the game slip away from them.
“We didn’t run our plays or show up like we usually do,”
Courtney Osceola said. “This team shouldn’t have been on the
court with us, but we let them stay in the game. We didn’t stop
the ball or penetrate. We just didn’t run the play our coach drawn
up for us to execute on.”
University Lady Suns’ second-year head coach Greg Farias
agreed with his point guard’s assessment of the game.
“Unfortunately, we didn’t execute at the end of the game,”
he said. “We shouldn’t have lost this game.”
I%  ,%    F  
time this season, Farias talked about Courtney Osceola’s impact
on this season’s team.
5%    &% %      %
athlete,” Farias said. “All that shows on the court. She has the
ability to score at least 20 points per game, but she’s all about
helping her team out. I’m going to miss her a lot.”

Naji Tobias

University Lady Suns’ senior point guard Courtney Osceola, left, is
embraced by her father, Tribal World Ambassador Joe Dan Osceola,
after her team loses a tough one, 36-34, to North Broward Prep in the
Feb. 19 Class 3A regional championship game.

Kelly Espasandin

Naji Tobias

Team Black’s Mika Lopez earns a single as she Team Green/White goes undefeated with a 6-0 round-robin record and takes home this
year’s Ahfachkee Field Day team top honors.
connects her bat to the ball.
Naji Tobias

The Ahfachkee School’s third graders, with teacher Sue Tiger and instructional assistant Patty
Sangabriel, celebrate their medals of accomplishment after the Tribal institution’s Field Day activities
concluded on March 17 at the Herman L. Osceola Gymnasium in Big Cypress.

AHFACHKEE SCHOOL’S FIELD DAY RESULTS
Round-Robin Tournament Play - Basketball, Softball and Volleyball
Upper Grades (6-12)
1. Team Grey/White (5-0), 2. Team Red (4-1), 3. Team Yellow (3-2), 4. Team Green (2-3),
5. Team Black (1-4), 6. Team Blue (0-5)
Lowers Grades (Pre-K – 5)
1. Team Blue, 2. Team White, 3. Team Green
Students vs. Staff Games – Upper Grades
Team Grey/White (students) def. Ahfachkee’s Staff Crew, 33-32, in volleyball
Team Red (students) def. Ahfachkee’s Staff Crew, 15-14, in basketball

Naji Tobias

NOTE: All basketball, softball and volleyball games were timed at 20 minutes each on a running clock

Naji Tobias

Team Green’s Rayce Noah
goes up for a serve.

Ryan Cypress (Team Green) and Stevie Billie (Team
Naji Tobias
Red) set themselves up for the tip-off to the round- Team Yellow’s Jalen Cypress hits a jumper over Team Black’s
robin basketball games, with Student Activities RickyJoe Alumbaugh.
Coordinator Randall Cleckler (center) in position to
throw the ball up.

THE POLICE
KNOW YOUR RIGHTS

Judith A. Homko

DO YOU?

Marital & Family Law

Divorce
Modifications
Appeals
Child Support

Call Me For A FREE Consultation

RICHARD CASTILLO

Alimony
Prenuptial Agreements
Paternity Issues
Domestic Violence

954.522.3500

Since 1990 I have protected rights like yours.
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320 S.E. 9th Street, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316
WWW.CASTILLOLAWOFFICES.COM
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The hiring of an attorney is an important decision that should not
be based solely upon advertisement Castillo worked as a Public
Defender in Broward County from 1990-1996 and has been in
private practice for nine years. In 1995 he was voted the Trial
Attorney of the year. He graduated from Capital University in
1989 and was admitted to the Florida Bar in 1990, Federal Bar in
1992, and the Federal Trial Bar in 1994.
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Harmony
Cypress
shows her
upper body
strength
as
she
prepares to
flip on the
bars.
Rachel Buxton

Rachel Buxton

Valholly Frank nails her floor routine, earning a 9.0
and fourth-place finish.

Naji Tobias
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Ricky Doctor, who took the Big Cypress seniors to the Immokalee Big Cypress Senior Center Director Cecilia Guzman, who said
Golf Driving Range on Feb. 24, shows off his talents as he drives she played golf for the first time, enjoys her time with the
his Fairway club for a long distance.
Tribal elders.

All-Around Individual
Ranks
Charlie Osceola – 14th place
Harmony Cypress – 12th
place

Tawni Cypress – 13th place
Valholly Frank – 13th place
Alyssa Osceola – 12th place
Trinity Williams – 13th place

 %2$$+?8/

Chris C. Jenkins

Naji Tobias
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Big Cypress Tribal senior Daisy Jumper swings for a long-range
Big Cypress Tribal elder Claudia Doctor was one of five
drive.
seniors who took to the driving range.

Tribal basketball senior Kristen Billie of American
Heritage School (Plantation) warms up on before the
Chris C. Jenkins
Tournament of Champions Dade vs. Broward (private Courtney Osceola, No. 22, of the University School,
school) All-Star Game, held at Blanche-Ely High School streaks past several defenders to the basket for a score
on March 12. The Broward team also featured five other in the first half.
schools, winning the game 65-57 over Dade.
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50 WINNERS
EVERY THURSDAY
2PM & 8PM
CHOOSE A
GUITAR PICK
WIN UP TO
$10,000 CASH
EARN ENTRIES
ALL MONTH LONG

WIN $500 – $2,500
BONUS CASH
9:30PM GRAND PRIZE DRAWINGS
EVERY WEDNESDAY
PLAY MONDAYS - WEDNESDAYS
Suit Up. Win Big.
Hit a Suited Blackjack on a $25 Hand
or Higher and You Could Win!

MORE $10
BLACKJACK
TABLES
Dealing the Most
Live-Action Blackjack
in Town, 24/7.

DOWNLOAD OUR FREE APP NOW
iPHONE

ANDROID

& ON ANDROID MARKET

BECOME A FAN

FOLLOW US
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GAMBLE

WITH CARE

Player’s Club members that have been trespassed or banned by the Seminole Tribe of Florida or opted into the self-exclusion program are not eligible.
You must be 21 years of age or older to play slots and games. If you or someone you know has a gambling problem, please call 1.888.ADMIT.IT.
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Rachel Buxton

Former Brighton Councilman Wonder Johns was honored as the
Grand Marshal for the 73rd Annual Field Day parade Feb. 18 driven
by Lucy Bowers.

Rachel Buxton

Family Services takes part in the annual Field Day parade.

Rachel Buxton

The Brighton preschoolers kick off the Field Day with the Pledge of Allegiance in both
English and Creek.
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BY RACHEL BUXTON
Staff Reporter

BRIGHTON — The 73rd annual Brighton Field Day and Rodeo
kicked off in traditional style with the Brighton preschoolers reciting
the Pledge of Allegiance in English and then in their Native Creek
language Feb. 18 at the Brighton amphitheater.
Master of ceremonies for the weekend-long event, former Chairman James Billie, took over introducing dignitaries.
Brighton Council Rep. Andrew J. Bowers Jr. said, “Share some
good food; and pick up some info about how our folks lived before,
and hopefully down the future.”
Brighton Board Rep. Johnnie Jones Sr. said, “Try to learn some
about our culture. We like to share anything we can.”
The newly crowned Brighton Miss Breanna Billie and Jr. Miss
D%    %  
as royalty.
“When Field Days do come, there’s usually stuff that we have to
do, like softball tournaments,” Breanna Billie said. “But I always turn
that down so I can come here.”
Throughout the weekend, the Brighton community shared traditions and customs through demonstrations and vendor booths set up
around the Fred Smith Rodeo Arena grounds.
Brothers James and Clinton Holt put on alligator demonstrations
and educated the audience on a true Seminole tradition. They spoke
about how the Seminoles used alligators and alligator wrestling as a
way of survival by performing for tourists.
James demonstrated the Florida Smile technique and the bulldogging trick. In bulldogging, the wrestler uses his chin to hold the top of
the alligator’s mouth open, while fully extending his arms outward.
David Weathers backed the crowd up with his array of snakes during his popular snake demonstrations of moccasins, rattlesnakes and
cobras.

Ollie Wareham, a well-known storyteller within the Tribe, shared
many of his Seminole legends, including the story of the tortoise and
  $            F%  5  
Song.”
The Haskell PowWow dancers returned once again to show off
their many types of dancing, including the chicken dance and the fancy
dance.
On Saturday, Feb. 19, sirens started out the day, signaling the start
of the infamous Brighton Field Day parade. Former Brighton Council
Rep. of the 70s, Wonder Johns, led the parade as the grand marshal.
“It seemed like a great opportunity to have this chance,” said
Johns about being asked to be grand marshal.
Following Johns came royalty including Miss Seminole Princess
Cassandra Jimmie and Jr. Miss Seminole Princess Lorelei Tommie.
Little Miss Brooke Yescas and Little Mr. Brighton’s own Caleb
Burton were also in attendance riding in the motorcade.
Brighton Tribal departments, including Family Services, Pemay+  .+0&   F   
with traditional Seminole themes.
“It’s something that we have every year to make friends, good
friends, new friends, an opportunity to show our arts and crafts and
what we do best around reservations,” said Johns.
The always popular clothing contest took place for Tribal tots 4
years old and younger. Instead of holding a contest for the older age
groups, Brighton Council put on a fashion show displaying different
styles of Seminole clothing.
“I like the Indian clothing,” Brighton Miss Breanna Billie said.
“It’s just what amazes me because there [are so many] different designs.”
Tourists and even Tribal members themselves made their way to
the food vendors to enjoy some traditional Seminole delicacies before
heading to the rodeo arena for a little PRCA rodeo action each day,
followed by the Xtreme Bull riding Sunday, Feb. 20.

Rachel Buxton

Former Chairman James Billie is forced to kiss a pig after collecting the most money in
support of the 4-H small animal club.

Rachel Buxton

Gary Sampson represents the Seminole Hog Farm in the Field Day parade.

Rachel Buxton
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Eight-month-old Walnard Fortner takes first place in
the kid’s clothing contest.

Larry Howard stands by son, Takoda Howard, during the clothing contest.

Rachel Buxton
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Dawn Meisinger of the Ahafachkee School gets wrapped up by a python from Okalee
Village.

Bradley Cooley visits one of the many vendors during Field Day and purchases
a patchwork Seminole shirt.

NASA Princess Krystan Perry from the Haskell PowWow Dance group
performs the fancy shawl dance.
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The entire royalty runner ups and winners pose for pictures with former royalty, Brighton Council Rep. Andrew J. Bowers Jr. and judges of the Brighton Princess Pageant.

PAGEANT
From page A1
said she enjoys cooking and beading. Carrillo said she has
fun playing football with her brothers and shopping with
her mom.
Rep. Bowers Jr. joked with the judges saying, “I don’t
want to be in your shoes.”
The ladies took to the stage once again showing off
 % $ E%  
attire and on their poise.
As each girl crossed the stage, Dorgan read off why
the contestant wanted to become one of the Brighton princesses.
All of the young ladies said they wanted the title of
Brighton Miss or Jr. Miss so they could be a good role model to the younger Tribal generations. They also said they
hope to represent their Tribe and community with the title
by teaching the culture and history to others and by traveling and meeting new people.
The judges got a real treat with the talent portion of the
competition.
Using an oversized poster board, Jr. Miss contestant
Thomas showed the judges how to sew a traditional short
.$      E  E% $
Raylon Eagle demonstrated her singing talent performing “10 Little Indians” in her Native Creek language.
Burton and Gentry did a step-by-step demonstration on
how to make the traditional Seminole drink sofkee, ending
with samples for the judges.
Jennie Eagle didn’t leave the judges empty-handed
either. Supported with a slideshow, Jennie showed how to
make frybread, and the judges got to taste Jennie’s frybread
  $
Doney also did a demonstration but instead of traditional food, she focused on another Seminole tradition: basket
Rachel Buxton weaving.
Carrillo serenaded the judges and audience with a song
Brighton Miss contestant Jennie Eagle shows how to make
about the meaning behind the Seminole medicinal colors.
the Seminole traditional food fry for her talent.
Bringing little helpers on stage, Billie talked about and
showed the difference between Seminole clothing styles:
contemporary, traditional, modern and medicinal.
The impromptu questions section, always the most

nerve-wracking part of the program, followed the talent
portion.
Each girl picked a question pertaining to the pageant
and Seminole culture and answered it with much poise and
clarity.
“I have never seen a more fantastic set of ladies,” said
Glades County Clerk of Circuit Court Joe Flint.
Before the winners were announced, the outgoing
princesses Brianna Nunez and Cheyenne Nunez gave their
   $  F     
thanked their grandmother Alice Sweat for all of her help
and support during their reigns.
Rep. Bowers Jr. presented Brianna with a Brighton
Princess medallion that has become a traditional parting gift
for the outgoing Brighton Miss.
“Oh, man! This is hard,” said Brianna, wiping tears
away. “It really means a lot, and it’s really been memorable.”
The contestants lined up across the stage as they waited
  % $MH+  
winning the talent portion of the pageant.
 H I$D    nounced. Third runner-up went to Raylon Eagle with second runner-up awarded to Thomas.
Burton and Gentry were brought up to the front of the
  % M  (2 &
(2 (H  I$D J $
Outgoing princess Cheyenne Nunez crowned the new
princess and presented Gentry with her sash.
Next, Brighton Miss contestants took center stage. Jennie Eagle was presented with third runner-up, followed by
Carrillo taking second runner-up.
Doney and Billie lined up side-by-side with anticipa%$ (2 &(2 (H  D Jcess title was awarded to Billie.
Brianna Nunez crowned the newly announced princess.
“I was shocked,” said Billie. “I couldn’t believe they
called my name. I’ve waited so long and I wanted to give
up so many times, but my mom was just there pushing me
and pushing me.”
Family and friends raced to the stage to capture the moment with several photo opportunities. By the end of the
evening the atmosphere became emotional with tears of
happiness and joy.

Rachel Buxton

2011-2012 crowned Brighton Princesses show off
their trophies, Brighton Jr. Miss Melinda Gentry, left,
and Brighton Miss Breanna Billie.

Rachel Buxton

Bright Miss contestant Deliah Carrillo uses her voice
during the talent portion singing about the Seminole
medicinal colors.

Rachel Buxton
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Bright Miss contestant Kirsten Doney shows off her basket
weaving skills for her talent.

Jr. Miss contestant Mallorie Thomas holds up her finished patchwork skirt after explaining to the
judges how to make a tradition short skirt.

Jr. Miss contestant Krysta Burton shows the judges how to make tradition corn sofkee during the talent portion of the competition.
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BY JUDY WEEKS
Freelance Reporter

Judy Weeks

Fred Smith Arena Director Amos Tiger, PRCA Announcer Roger
Mooney and rodeo clown Ryan Rodriguez organized the 2011 Brighton
Field Days PRCA Rodeo.

BRIGHTON — The 73rd Annual Brighton Field Day Festival featured three days of
extraordinary rodeo competition performed by members of the Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association (PRCA) on March 17 through 19 at the Fred Smith Rodeo Arena.
The PRCA is the premier sanctioning body of rodeo. Created in 1936, it is a global
leader in producing rodeo events and preserving the rich traditions and values of one of the
oldest sports in America. The association membership comprises the leading rodeo performers across the continent and creates opportunities for cowboys and girls to compete with the
highest standards.
Participating in the Brighton Field Days has become a tradition of the PRCA and contestants from all across the country have put this rodeo on their annual schedule. Points
% +     3%  ;  
competition, the National Finals Rodeo (NFR) in Las Vegas, Nev.
Team Roping Champion Nelson Linares reminisced about his experiences in Brighton.
He said, “My dad used to compete at the Seminole arena down on Stirling Road many years
ago. As a boy, I started coming to Brighton every year and when I turned 1 I started competing here. This rodeo has special meaning to all my family. In fact, I won the Team Roping
Championship here on two occasions and wouldn’t miss it for the world.”
Each contestant had an opportunity to enter just one time per event in the three-day rodeo. Three hundred and ninety contestants threw their hat in the ring to take part in the seven
events. Among them were Eastern Indian Rodeo Association (EIRA) members Josh and
Naha Jumper, who suffered some unfortunate luck in the Team Roping and Ivan Bruised    ¥$(   B    +  $
Rough stock provided by Marty Johns and Paul Bowers Jr. of the Five Star Rodeo
 + %            
bucked out all across the southeastern part of the U.S. A portion of the points earned by the
riders are accumulated from the animal’s exhibition. Five Stars’ No.307, “Dippin Wacky”,
  EDH    >(  
Bronc Division.
8A%  I    5/ <!    
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the PRCA and PBR, they are no stranger to the dangers that await them in the arena, but
   +     $
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Judy Weeks
      %      %- Lee Woolsey earned 87 points on No. 67 Freebird to become the Brighton
 (2 H !B +$%ADAA Field Days Bull Riding Champion at the 2011 Brighton Field Days PRCA Rodeo
Rodriguez provided a top notch performance for the fans.
March 17 to 19.
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BY RACHEL BUXTON
Staff Reporter

BRIGHTON — Forty of the top bull riders tried
their best to hold on for eight seconds at the Hard Rock
Xtreme Bull Riding Tour Rodeo, which coincided with
Brighton’s Field Day festivities.
 %..!$(    02
Pemayetv Emahakv students dressed in traditional Seminole attire leading the bull riders into the arena.
The students had the honor of reciting the Pledge of
    ?+.
language.
Howard Micco, Moses Jumper, Stanlo Johns and
Big Cypress Board Rep. Paul Bowers Sr. were recognized for their continued dedication to rodeos and the
Seminole cowboy way of life.
Brighton Council Rep. Andrew J. Bowers Jr. and
President Richard Bowers Jr. smashed guitars signaling
the start of the competition.
The Fred Smith Rodeo Arena was at capacity, with
the bull riders putting on a show as the bulls bucked
away.

The bull riders had their work cut out for them,
since they had competed the night before at the San Antonio Xtreme Bulls Rodeo. After driving four hours to
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to Fort Lauderdale before traveling by charter bus to
the Brighton Reservation. They arrived right before the
rodeo began.
Tyler Willis went into the short round on top
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leaving Shawn Hogg at the top of the leader board.
Hogg, the big winner for the day, said he was so
worn out, but the fatigue actually helped because he
didn’t have the energy to get worked up.
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prize money, a Hard Rock Xtreme Bulls Tour guitar and
a Seminole jacket.
Hogg said it means a lot to win a championship
in the Seminoles’ backyard, especially with all that the
Seminole Tribe puts into the event.
Two lucky spectators also won airline tickets courtesy of Xtreme Bulls and Allegiant Air.
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Xtreme Bulls Champion Shawn Hogg shows off his winnings presented by Brighton Council Rep. Andrew J. Bowers Jr., left,
and President Richard Bowers Jr.
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Staff Reporter
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Members of Pemayetv Emahakv dressed in tradition attire walked the top 40 bull riders out into the arena for the beginning
ceremony.

Results of Hard Rock Xtreme Bull Riding Tour Rodeo
First round:
1. Shawn Hogg, 174 points on two
1. Tyler Willis, 89 points on Frontier
Second round:
head;
Rodeo’s Smoke Screen;
1. J.W. Harris, 88 points on Four L &
2. J.W. Harris, 169;
2. Shawn Hogg, 86.5;
Diamond S Rodeo’s Mission Accom3. Kanin Asay, 168.5;
3. (tie) Wesley Silcox and Trevor
plished;
4. Trent Cormier, 154;
Kastner;
2. Shawn Hogg, 87.5;
5. Tyler Willis, 89 on one head;
5. (tie) Kanin Asay and Trent Cormier;
3. Kanin Asay, 83.5;
6. (tie) Wesley Silcox and Trevor Kast7. Seth Glause;
4. Trent Cormier, 69.
ner, 85.5;
8. (tie) Bob Welsh, Chance Smart and
8. Seth Glause, 83.5.
Tag Elliott, 83.
Average:

BRIGHTON — Smashing guitars followed by
some true bucking bulls has become a huge hit within
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became the title sponsor of the Xtreme Bulls Tour. The
Xtreme Bulls Tour is a bull riding sanctioned event
produced by the Professional Rodeo Cowboys Asso"JA# %   02% 
the country.
“Bull riding was obviously very exciting to the
fans and we had rodeo committees around the country that wanted to take advantage of that so the PRCA
created what they call their Xtreme Bulls Tour,” said
Director of Xtreme Bulls Tour Sam Dunn.
Xtreme Bulls has been branded with the Seminole
Hard Rock name and has helped promote the Seminole
Tribe throughout the country and rodeo circuit.
“The Seminole Hard Rock brand on the Xtreme
Bulls Tour has put a unique twist, not only on Xtreme
Bulls but also the PRCA,” said Dunn. “Seminole Hard
Rock is a really cool brand. I mean, people like it,
they’re familiar with it, it’s one of the strongest brands
world wide and when we put that brand on the Xtreme
Bulls tour, then it’s a real badge of honor for the boys
and for the PRCA.”
Xtreme Bulls offers guitar smashing in true Hard
Rock fashion and instead of just giving the champion
rider a buckle or saddle, each Xtreme Bulls champion receives a Fender guitar branded with Seminole
Xtreme Bulls.
Dunn said rodeo world champions can’t wait until they’ve earned themselves one of the Xtreme Bulls
guitar.
“The guys love it, I mean they cherish the guitar
and we’ve created a great icon for the Xtreme Bulls

tour,” said Dunn.
The Xtreme Bulls Tour has tried to utilize the
Seminole Tribe as their title sponsor by incorporating
the Hard Rock and Cafes into many of their events.
When available, the PRCA coordinates meet and greets
at local Hard Rock Cafes for fans to get up close and
personal with the bull riders.
Also, the emcees of the rodeos always talk about
the history of the Seminole Tribe and try to educate the
spectators a little bit giving them something to walk
away with.
“People go away having a better appreciation of
the Seminole Tribe of Florida and their support for pro
 <  B%$ 58;        .    
publicity that’s involved from the PRCA side is helping the Tribe and helping the Hard Rock businesses,
as well.”
Prior to becoming the title sponsor of Xtreme
Bulls, the Seminole Tribe was just a small sponsor of
the South Eastern Circuit. The Tribe has also become
the presenting sponsor of the NFR television coverage
only adding to their exposure.
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years and recently switched to Great American Country network (GAC).
“It’s really a great opportunity for us because
we’re going and putting pro rodeo back into primetime,” said Dunn.
Between the Xtreme Bulls Tour and the NFR the
Seminole Tribe is all over rodeo country. Dunn said
that he would put the Seminole Tribe right up there
with Wrangler, the leading sponsor.
“It’s been a great partnership,” said Dunn. “We
very much appreciate the Seminole Tribe of Florida
because thanks to them we’re able to keep the Xtreme
Bulls Tour going.”
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Tag Elliott holds on and makes it to the championship round.

Jacob O’Mara is one of the first riders out of shoot during the
Xtreme Bulls Rodeo.
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Explorer Van Conversions
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O P T I O N S :

Leather, Tri-Fold Sofa Bed, OnStar, CD Changer, Surround Sound, Dual Entry Doors,
Ground Effects Packages, 20” Wheels & Much More.
Custom Wheels, Custom Paint Jobs, Lifted Trucks and Handicap Vehicles
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ADVERTISED PRICES NOT APPLICABLE TO EXPORTERS. PRIOR LEASES EXCLUDED. SEE DEALER FOR DETAILS. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. PICTURES ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY. "GHOSTBUSTERS" (PARKER, JR.) USED BY PERMISSION OF EMI GOLDEN TORCH MUSIC & RAYDIOLA
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